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Preliminary Site
Work Begins On
Center Addition
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Preliminary site work has begun on
a 70,000 square foot addition to
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center on
U.S. 641 N. according to a spokesman
in the Murray City Planner's office.

.46

About one-half of the addition will
be occuppied by a J. C. Penney store,
according to the plans, with the remaining space being allocated for
severaksmaller retail outlets.

k,
JERSEY SHOW WINNERS — The Calloway County Fair Open Jersey
Show and the West Kentucky Parish Jersey Show were held Wednesday night at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair. At the show
were (from left phcito) Mike White (left), Murray, who presented the
grand champion Calloway County Open Jersey show award and the
011ey White Memorial Award of the West Kentucky Parish Jersey
Show to Joey Pendleton, Hopkinsville.(Middle photo) Kathy Jo Stub-

The $1.8 million addition is planned
to connect to the Krnart store which
has been in operation at the location
since June 1979.
blefield and Krit Stubblefield, Stubblefield Jerseys, received the junior
champion Calloway County Open Jersey Show award and the Paul
Blalock Memorial Award of the West Kentucky Parish Jersey Show.
(Right photo) Beverly Foutch (left), with son Larry Foutch, received
the grand champion youth division award of the.West Kentucky
Parish Jersey Show.(See related fair photos on-Page 12.)

Cabinet Member Fears More Budget Cuts

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A million already made in the 1981-82 seems to be that the new estimate will
member of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s budget. That document,for the fiscal fall short of the adjusted budget.
cabinet has expressed fears that addi- year that began July 1, had been trim- Unofficial figures place the shortfall
tional shortfalls in revenue will force med from $2.305 billion to $2.12 billion
budget cuts "to the muscle of state when it became obvious that revenues
government."
*ere lagging.
Cabinet Secretary James 0. King
Additional cuts would come on the
said that the possibility of a new round heels of $159 million in cuts in the 1980of budget cuts "is a serious'matter 81 fiscal year, and could lead to
because those areas that could be cut pressure for increasing taxes.
without affecting delivery (of serThe Revenue Department hasn't
vices) have already been made."
completed its revised estimate •of
A Marshall County woman filed suit
He was referring to cuts of $185 1981-82 revenue, but the consensus Wednesday in Calloway Circuit Court
requesting $9,000 in dainages from
Golden Empire Shows Inc. for an injury allegedly incurred while riding
an amusement at the 1980 MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair.
In the suit, Shirley Jean McLeod
Anything goes for the Young Actors some money,"
said Childress, "by alleges that the corporation, which is
Guild in Murray and to prove the taking
pledges of support for each based in Tampa, Fla. "negligently
point, several young actors began hour of the marathon
."
constructed and operat:ed" an amusekeeping a Frisbee airborne for 100
Several individuals and area mer- ment ride named the "Round-up" at
hours beginning at 6 p.m. on Wednes- chants have committed themselv
es to the
Murray-Calloway
County
day.
pay the Guild members various sums, Fairgrounds on July 17,1980.
Mike Childress is directing the pro- "usually around
5 or 10 cents per
McLeod claims she received a
ject whose goal it is to publicize the hour," according to
Childress.
"severe electrical shock" when leavupcoming production of Cole Porter's
The Young Actors Guild is a branch ing the ride and has incurred tem"Anything Goes." "We hope to raise of the Murray-Calloway
County Com- porary and permanent damage to her
munity Theatre and the marathon left arm and hack as a result of the
Frisbee throw will be held on the shock.
ground of the Playhouse in the Park In
The plaintiff asks the corporation,
the Murray-Calloway County Park.
which is-operating the amusements at
The Murray-Calloway County
The throwing will continue this week's local Jaycee Fair, for
Hospital Board will hold its regular throughout the final weekend of "The 17,500 in damages
for physical and
monthly meeting at 7 tonight in the Mummy Market" and should con- mental
pain from the injuries and
hospital board room.
clude at 100 hours during the Sunday $1,500 for the time lost from her job
Items on the agenda include a night performance of the Gourmet and hospital and medical expenses.
recommendation from the medical Cabaret dessert theatre which begins
Claims made in a lawsuit present
staff on enlarging the cysto room.
at 8 p.m.Sunday.
only one side of the case.

Company Is
Named In Fair
Ride Injury
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YAG Members Try To Keep
Frisbee Airborne 100 Hours
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Hospital Board
To Meet Tonight
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figure at between $110 million and
$150 million.
An official who asked not to be
name said that the figure of $140
million has been heard often. U that
turns out to be accurate, the official
said that "this will be the toughest of
the budget cuts."
The governor has the power, when
faced with a revenue shortfall, to cut
the budget or to call a special
legislative session.

The Penney store is tentatively
scheduled to open in the late summer
or early fall of 1982, according to Tim
Prestridge of Penney's advertising
department in Atlanta.
The store will contain apparel,
home goods and sporting goods as
well as a complete catalog facility.
"We should be able to serve the majority of the customers needs either
through the store or the catalog,"
Prestidge said.

ment Group,Inc., a Southfield, Mich.,
firm. At that time, the Penney store
was scheduled to open in the summer
of 1900. Since that time, the project
has been taken over by the Chattanooga.
Minor revisions of the original plans
have required the developers to submit them to Frankfort for reapproval.
According to plans for the project,
the Penney store will be at the north
end of the shopping center and will
connect to the Kmart store via a 34,000
square foot mall that will contain
space for up to 15 specialty retail
stores.
Owens said the Douglas Company of
Toledo, Ohio is the general contractor
on the project.
The addition will increase the total
retail space at Chestnut Hills to
almost 125,000 square feet.

State Police
Investigating
Shooting

City Fire Marshal Phil Owens said
today that developers of the project,
CBL Associates of Chattanooga,
Tenn., have purchased partial
building permits for the site work
Kentucky State Police currently are
which will include footings and foun- investigat
ing a shooting incident that
dations. Full permits are expected to occurred
this morning in the norbe issued following approval of con- thwest
portion of Calloway County.
struction plans in Frankfort.
State police officials would not cornOriginal plans for the addition were ment on persons involved or
cirannounced in 1979 by the Develop- cumstances surrounding the incident.

Osprey Help LBL Bird Population
GOLDEN POND,. KY — On the than eagles, a protectiv
e cage was not attempted in LBL
saMe day that a young bald eagle was used to enclose the
birds. They will be
released at TVA's Land Between The free to leave when
The Tennessee Wildlife Resources
old enough to fly in
Lakes (LBL), two osprey arrived to approximately two weeks.
Agency and TVA are cooperating in
play a similar role in efforts to restore
The birds are expected to migrate efforts here to restore resident
reSident populations of both birds in later this fall to Central
America,just populations of eagles and osprey.
this area.
as other wild osprey do each year. It is Coordinating the osprey project will
Sometimes referred to as a "fish hoped they will return
to the LBL be Robert Smith, LBL wildlife
hawk," osprey were once welcomed region and nest in two or
three years, biologist; Don Hammer, senior
and prized by farmers, who often when they become sexually
wetlands ecologist with TVA's office
mature.
placed wagon wheels atop fenceposts
Last year, 26 osprey were released of natural resources; and Robert Hatfor them to nest on.
in Tennessee. This will be the first cher, TWRA state nongame and enThe presence of the large birds of time such an osprey project
has been dangered species coordinator.
prey kept away other birds the
farmers feared would kill animals or
damage cropland. Since an osprey's
diet consists exclusively of fish,
farmers were assured they would not
disturb land or animals.
The six-week-old osprey that arrived June 7 were placed atop a 20-foot
tower in the southern portion of LBL
near the Lake Barkley shore. Because
osprey are generally more sedate

'The Mummy Market'Continues At Depot
Where is the best place to find a new
mother? Where is the best place to
take your family for an evening of
entertainment? The answer to both
questions is'Me Mummy Market,"
which begins its second week of production tonight at 8.
The final performances will be Fri-

day and Saturday with a 2 p.m. Sunday matinee on July 19. Presented by
the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre, the show is being
staged in the old freight depot at the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
"'The Mummy Market" follows the
exploits of Elizabeth, Jenny and

Harry Martin, as they attempt to rid
themselves of their overbearing
housekeeper, Mrs. Hinchley. But
where does one go la find a suitable
substitute?
The most obvious place is the Mummy Market. At least, it is obvious to
Mrs. Cavour, a neighbor whose

•
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WHY,Mlif — Terri Burke as Mrs. Hinchley wonders why she has been given the monstrous responsibility of
keeping clean the three children, Chad Turner, Heather Doyle and Laney Howell, in the Murray
-Calloway
County Community Theatre production of "The Mummy Market" The play continues tonight,
Friday and
/ Saturday at Bat the old freight depot in the Murray-Calloway County Park wit46 matinee Sunday
at 2 p.m.

mystery goes beyond her knowledge
of a marketplace for mothers. On her
advice, and with a little help from one
of her "magic spells," they pay a visit
to the unusual market, trade in Mrs.
Hinchley, and take home a new
mother.
Their first choice for a new mother
turns out to be a mistake however,so
back to the Mummy Market she goes,
to be traded in on another model. As
the show progresses, so does the
stream of mothers who are taken
home and subsequently returned by
the Martin children.
One mother is a little too eager to
protect the children from such
"dangerous beasts" as the neighbor's
cat. Another mother wants the
children out of bed, awake and
thoroughly exercised before the sun
comes up.
It doesn't take long for the Martin
children to begin to feel a little disappointed in the Mummy Market's
potential to provide them with the
type of mother they want. Isn't there
an ordinary mother out there
somewhere who is looking for three
ordinary children who are looking for
a mother?
Will Elizabeth, Jenny and Harry.
find the mother they've beep looking
for? Is there life after Mrs. Hinchley?
Are there intelligent beings before 5
a.m.? For the answers to these and
other questions, make plans to attend
"71m &tiffany Malrket—Ude weekend.
Tickets are $1.50 for children and
senior citizens, $2 for students and 83
for adults. There is also a special
family rate for $8. For reservations,
call the Community Theatre
TickeUine at 759-1752.
•••

A BIRD IN THE HAND — This six-week-old osprey is just one of two
scheduled to be released soon from TVA's land Between The lakes
(LBL), a 170,000-acre public demonstration area in west
Kentucky
and Tennessee. The project is a joint venture by TVA and the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency(TWRA) designed to re-establish
ospreys into the Tennessee Valley. last -yeas approximately 30
ospreys were released by TWRA in Tennessee.
(TVA PHOTO by Vena MatiotiO
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Community Events Listed
Thursday,July 15

Thursday, July 16

Thursday, July 16

Thursday,July 15

Saturday, July 18

OVAL NEWS

Saturday, July 18

Games of the All-Star
Murray Business and ProChapter M of the P. E. 0.
3, Murray.
fessional Women's Club will Sisterhood will meet- at the Baseball Tournament of Adults 130
have a family picnic at the home of Mrs. Howard Babe Ruth League District N ursery 6
E
Christopher
pavilion by the old court Titsworth. A covered dish III Level 1 will began at 1 7-11-81
Rt. 5, Murray;
Christensen,
NO NEWBORN
house in the Murray- supper will be served at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray High
Mrs. Pamela R. Joseph and
ADMISSIONS
Calloway County Park at p.m. for which the husbands School Baseball Field, South
baby girl, Rt. 1, Murray;
DISMISSALS
6:30 p.m. Each member will of members will be special Eighth and Poplar Streets.
Mrs. Sarah L Barnett, A-13
Larry D. Ivie, Rt. 1,Farmpay $4 for the entire family guests.
Fox
Meadows, Murray;
Events in Land Between ingon; Michael S. Fox, No. Mrs. Ann E. Rose, Rt. 2,
Groups of First Baptist for the hamburger supper.
Murinclude The 18 Hale's Trailer Court,
Church Women will meet as
Covey Drive, Murray; Mrs.
Square and round dancing the Lakes will
Events at Murrayfollows: Jane* Doyle at Calloway County Fair will will be held at 7:30 p.m. at Blue and The Gray at 10 ray; Jeffrey T. Helfer, 210 Linda J. McNeely, Rt, 8,
church parlor at 9:45 a.m.; include Kiddies Day at I the Woodmen of the World a.m.; Dog Day Fishing at 2 Reed Street, Mayfield; Murray; Mrs. Dorothy J.
p.m. and Night Visual at 8:30 Michael S. Geurin, CR Box Courtney, Rt. 2, Dover,
Carol Poe at the home of p.m., 4-H and FFA Dairy Hall.
p.m., both at Center Station. 303, New Concord; Joe Pat Tenn.
Mrs. Doug Hocking at 7 p.m. Show at 6 p.m., and DemoliJones, Rt. 1, Benton;
Alcoholics Anonymous and
tion Derby at 7 p.m.
July 19
Ansel E. Griffin, 1709
Sunday,
L Smith, Rt. 1,
Charles
Twin Lakers Antique Car
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
scheduled to meet at
Wiswell Road,Murray; Mrs.
of the late Es- Kirksey.
Reunion
is
Club
woad le Nap lir
Calloway County High
"Mummy Market" will be the west end of the Livestock
.6.10 soft Oce
Mrs. 011ie Murrell Smith, Helen C. Wilcox, 1703 W.
quire Matt and Sophronia
7 p.m. at Gateway
asmoc mot
School Football Kickoff will
by Community and Exposition Center.
presented
woo VAS
family of Gobo Com- 903 Fairlane Drive, Murray; Main Street, Murray; Mrs.
Restaurant, Draffenville.
Smith
be held at the high school
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the Old
munity will be held at the Ricky L Todd, No. 15 Doyle A. Smith, J-4 South
"Mummy Market" will be
cafeteria at 6 p.m. All
Freight Depot in MurrayBuilding at Far- Riviera Court, Murray; Mrs. Side Manor, Murray; Mrs.
Community
Between
Events in Land
parents and fans are invited
presented by the Community
Calloway County Park.
lunch will Cathy A. Smith, Rt. 1, Dex- Ileen Stephens, Rt. 6, Murbasket
A
mington.
Night
include
will
to Join the players, the Lakes
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the old
p.m.
ter; Lisa Halcomb,707 Olive ray; Mrs. Myr' Maddox, Rt.
1
at
served
be
Friday,July 17
nes
cheerleaders, and coaches of the Red Moon at 8:30 p.m.
freight depot at the MurrayMurray; Mrs.Shirley 4, Murray; Jonathan D.
Street,
Visitors
Pond
Twin Lakers Good Sam Calloway County Park.
7:15 9:15
and at the Golden
fellowship
for
Games of the All-Star F. Parrish, Rt. 6, Murray; Kimbro, 811 Olive Street,
wins
Vehicle
Nom II rower gums
Recreational
Center.
refreshments.
Baseball Tournament of Mrs. Leila 0. Balentine, Rt. Murray.
aft.. Mame
Chapter of West Kentucky
Murray-Calloway County Babe Ruth League District
Fermis Fairlawn
Kenat
campout
its
will hold
- Mon DA...
Shrine Club will meet at 7
1 will be played at
tucky Dam State Park with a.m. for coffee at the III Level
field
at North Eighth
the
at
T. G. and Estelle Shelton as Triangle Inn, and to collect
old
wagonmasters and Nix and the ftizpah Annual Shrine and Payne Streets in the
Murray-Calloway
part
the
of
Margery Crawford as Papers for the sales
County Park, starting at 2
A social hour of throughout the area today.
assistants.
Drake
Fraaces
p.m.
homemade ice cream and
FOR FRIDAY,JULY 17, 1881
6
about
cake will be held
Fish fry will be held by the
Events in Land Between
Whet kind at day will tomor- distance should be pleasing.
p.m. on Saturday at the Murray-Calloway County
the
Lakes will include
row be? T. Had out what the CANCER
Shelton campsite.
Shrine Club at 4 p.m. at the
Snakes, Fact and Fiction at 2
stars say, read the forecast (June 21 to July 22) ligy
Tremon Farris'cabin.
Early-morning doldrums
gives for your birth Sign.
p.m. at Center Station, and
"Mummy Market" will be
disappear with good news in
Butter Churning at 2 p.m. at
Couples Bridge will be
the afternoon regarding joint presented by the Community
ARIM
The Homeplace-1850.
at
Old
p.m.
the
8
at
Theatre
the
at
family
and
p.m.
estate
7:30
assets. Real
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) erF
played at
matters bring luck.
A party does much to lift the
Freight Depot at Murray- Oaks Country Club with
LEO
spirits of a close friend. Avoid
Calloway County Park.
Matinee of "Mummy
Tony and Henry Monimpulsive career moves. Luck (July 23 to Aug.72)
Market" will be presented
753-6760, as hosts.
tgomery,
A pushy friend could inthrough others highlights the
Hannah Circle of First
by the Community Theatre
terfere with work plans. Local
late evening.
Church
Methodist
United
series
a
in
final
and
2 p.m. at the old freight
at
Fourth
visits are fun. Show your afTAURUS
Merray, Ky.
Savtiskie Manor
.will have a potluck of summer orientation ses- depot at Murray-Calloway
Women
will
ones
and
loved
fection
(Aix- 20 to May 20)
home
the
at
Keeslar
supper
'Vara"'
Park.
reciprocate.
Career prospects improve
sions for new freshmen and County
at 7 p.m.
VIRGO
by day's end. The cost of legal
transfer students will be held
adviee may upset you. Higher- (Aug. 23 toSept.22)
at the University Center,
Relations with a friend may • Events in Land Between
ups are favorably disposed
Murray State University.
pro-'
Financial
strained.
be
towards you.
the Lakes will include The
spects improve now. Be alert
GEMINI
BENTON PATIENT
ROGER MOORE. ( May 21 to June 20) 11611
for a foramate career devel* Owl and the Field at 1 and 3
9
Make Your Whole Doggie Family Happy
Winkleof Hardin was
Nola
Fellowship
Men's
p.m.
the
JAMES BOND 007';
at
Center-Station,
ment.
Creative activity brings joy.
the
from
2
July
7
at
dismissed
-held
be
will
Breakfast
7
at
the
of
Night
andMagic
FS Make plans for a vacation trip LIBRA
MR \OI R
Ari
Give Them
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
with a loved one. News from a
p.m. at the Golden Pond a.m. at the First Marshall County Hospital,
Maintain peace with family Visitors Center.
Benton.
Presbyterian Church.
Si •753 3314
members. Your popularity is
on the upswing. Evening
Includes, Shampoo, Ears Cleaned, Nails
Group II of the First Bapentertainment plans bring adwill
tist
meet
Church
Women
A G. CORN, W.
Trimmed & Flea Dip
miration from others.
at 2 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
SCORPIO
By Appointment Only
5. Bernice Wisehart.
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) 111,4
•K 7 5
Don't be rushed into signing
$10.00 smell Mad. Size
"Some taxpayers close
* Q 1086
Mothers Morning Out will their eyes, some stop their
anything. Hidden support
$14.00 Limp eogs
4PCQ92
from others smooths your be held at 9 a.m. at the First ears, some shut their
WEST
EAST
inFriends
way, careerwise.
Just 9. 10. 11 ere)Juk 18, 17. IS
Christian Church.
mouths, but all play through •6 5 3 2
Soo levell-Greemor
•AKQ11914
vite you to visit them.
thonose." — Evan Esar.
•10 9 6 4
Cl
nem wannetan..newires
S. 5 A Carload 1 up
SAGITTARIUS
Twilight
Golf
will
be
ref Aseenteepinereneno
K
*J 53
Mon.-Sat. 10-6
S•
4
(Nov.22to Dec.21) w
played at 5:30 p.m. at the
•7 5 4 3
•6
753-8619
about
Avoid arguments
Oaks Country Clip.
souTH
:
lawny, K.
6015. 4th St.
money. Friends give you
01'1 1
Open 7:45•Statt 8:15
Hazel and Douglas Centers, The defenders were
valuable advice and want to
WAQJ113
forced to pay off in the play
DRIVE
*A 742
help you succeed. Financial will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
of today's exciting slam
,
IN
e 11111ATTUrilil luck
iearEc
•A J 108
comes your way.
p.m. for activities by the deal. Ace Bob Wolff hoped
CAPRICORN
Senior Citizens with lunch at for a singleton king in one
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
(Dec.n toJan. 19) V
a.m. and at hand but found it in the
East. The bidding:
You'll meet with career suc- Hazel at 11:45
altered
he
matter,
other. No
Lodes Semaser
cess now. Ask for raises or Douglas at 12 noon.
East
South West
North
his plan and made his slam
4 NT
Pass
5*
other favors. A close friend's
6,
All
Pass
impatience may prove ir- , Games of the All-Star another way. bid of four
Note Wolff's
pass
ritating.
Baseball
Ruth
Babe
Junior
preempFIVE
no trump over the
AQUARIUS
4
Tournament will be at 6 and tive four spade opening.
Opening lead: Spade deuce
e.•
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
AGAINST A
8 p.m. at the Murray High This bid was not Blackwood
You impress others
Eighth but a three suit takeout. spade. At trick 11, dummy's
THOUSAND.
favorably. Your optimism at- School field at South
North's cue bid passed the spade jack gave East the
Streets.
Poplar
and
tracts hoped-for benefits.
buck back and Wolff bid a lead and the free diamond
THE ODDS
Culture) and travel matters
slam in his best suit.
Price
finesse brought in 12 tricks.
with
Consult
Social
are
favored.
Membership
Club
ARE EVEN.
East's spade 10 was
If
wish
your
doesn't
first
agents.
_a_pd Twilight Golf will be at ruffed and two rounds of
come true, it's always nice
PISCES
5:30 p.m. at the Murray trumps brought bad news. to make a second one do.
JOE Lewis
X
C'
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
AN AMERICAN ONE•ia
Club.
Now it was impossible to
You'll receive financial help Country
the trumps and relindraw
Bid with Coro
for
others.
Ask
favors.
from
—Pius 2nd Big Hit —
Murraya trick in diamonds.
the
quish
at
Events
Tension with friends or loved
a South holds: 7-16-B
ones may make you crave Calloway County Fair will All that would bring was
CHUCK NORRIS • LEE VAN CLEEF
include the Horse Show at 7 torrent of spades from East.
some privacy.
•- - Hoping for a singleton
KAREN CARLSON
YOU BORN TODAY are ar- p.m.
WAQJ83
East,
from
king
diamond
Al ledios & Girls
tistic and practical. You'll
•A 7 4 2
diamond
the
played
Wolff
Saturday,July 18
have success in both business
•A J 108
Grove ace with a little prayer. Had
and the arts. You'd make a
Harris
good banker, investment Homemakers Club will have East dropped a singleton
Price
North
counselor or business a family picnic in the king, repeated diamond Sooth
24.
1W
would
East
against
finesses
manager, though you may be
Chikiroe's
the old court produce a dramatis overimprovident with your own pavilion by
First Feature Repeated Fri. & Sat.
Murraytrick.
finances. You gravitate house in the
Surprisingly, it was West APAIWER: Four clubs.
towards large enterprises, but Calloway County Park at
Clothhog For The Entire Fee*
produced the singleton Force to game, imply slam
who
can be stubborn or careless 5:30 p.m. Each one is to braspirations and set the
to
quick
was
Wolff
and
king
about details. At times you ing a picnic lunch.
take advantage of that. trump suit to simplify fur,/The Catch
can withdraw into yourself.
Trumps were drawn, dis- ther investigation.
Develop a sense of social con--County carding a diamond from
Dowatowit Court 94t.
Murray-Calloway
Of The Week Is
sciousness to achieve your
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
clubs
are
schedulSenior
Citizens
four
From leek if /Away
the
Across
and
dummy,
P0 BO. 12363. Dallas, Texas 75325,
greatest success. You have
much to contribute to com- ed to leave at 8 a.m. from the were won, ending in with self-addreeeed, stamped envelope
for reply
munity betterment. Intellec- parking lot at North Fourth dummy.
left,
cards
three
With
tual pursuits, politics, writing, and Walnut Streets,for a trip
East had been forced to hold
/
science and civic leadership to Nashville, Tenn.
on to the J-9 of diamonds
will also appeal to you. Birand therefore, only one high
thdate of: John Jacob Astor,
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
Farmington Day events
Cagney,
acJames
financier;
In The Area
NORTH
7-16-A
tor; and Diahann Carroll, will start at 1 p.m. at the
•J7
Farmington Center.
Alaslun
singer.

Murray Women of the
Temple Hill Chapter No.
Moose will meet at 5 p.m. at 511 Order of the Eastern Star
the lodge hall.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray Civitan Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at Joe's FamiMen's Stag Night will be
ly Restaurant for the special held at 6 p.m. at the Murray
semi-annual seek meeting Country Club with Al Kipp,
where potential members Tom Emerson, Don Robinare guests. An audio-visual son, and Johnny McCage in
presentation, "This is charge of arrangements.
Civitan,''will be shown.
Bazaar workshop will be
held at 7 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church.

Second night of All-Star
Tournament, hosted by Murray Junior Babe Ruth
League, will be at 6 p.m. at
the Murray High School
Baseball Field, South Eighth
and Poplar Streets.

Your Individual
Horoscope

If 1

We're happy that Lori
Garland, formerly Lori
Brandon, bride of Ronnie
Garland has chosen her
decorating accessories at:

44g

THE TREASURE HOUSE

Sharon's House Of Pets
"The Strip"

THE ACES®IR

FORCE:
FIVE

Pj Summer Clearance
Dresses &
Ladies
Sportswear

t

1/2

rg

Other Items
Reduced Up To

75% off

THE

Sandals & Summer /
Dress Shoes
Clothing h..20-75%off

OCTAGON IN

Settle-Workman

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain

Gulf Red Snapper
$6.95
Breaded Oysters
$4.75
Scallops $6.25

I.

7

King Crab
$8.95

Si Doz.•1 .50
Bakers Dozen 93.00

Sun.Juiyi9th
Thru Fri. 24th
(Sun. 19th
Dinner and SingingSinging 2:30 p.m.)
Sun. 9:50 & 10:50 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m.
Each Evening 7:30 p.m.
Speaker Roy J. Hearn

$4.50
Flounder $6.25

1
P9N.P*
Save now on Oneida

Peel'n Eat
Shrimp
% Lb. $2.75
% Lb.$4.95
1 Lb.$9.25

GOSPEL

JUNE 21-JULY 18 1981 • ONEIDA OPEN STOCK SALE

Clam Strips

Start With Our

Oyster
Bar

.'

GOLDP.

ELF

a• 0

the American-Made Tableware
,
ONEIDA Hi

IPA

y

Friday
Nights`
5 p.m.-10

(Memphis, Tenn.)

HickortGrove Church of Christ
Hwy. 1834 (Old 641) North to Dexter- turn left (west) at Pearson
Salvage onto Charlie Miller Road and turn left (south) onto Jackson
Road.
EVERYONE WELCOME

"Function & Fashion For Entertaining"
At
A

.Dided a°7
753-8738

pt. -to
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Miss Patti Ann Ross Becomes Bride
Of Mr. Walker In Church Ceremony
Miss Patti Ann Ross,
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Ross, and Jimmy
Gray Walker,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Walker, were
married in a candlelight spring ceremony at the Elm
Grove Baptist Church with
the Rev. John Terry performing the double ring
ceremony.
The music was presented
by Kay Taylor, soloist, and
Fredia Adams,pianist.
The vows were exchanged
arched
an
before
candelabrum and two spiral
candelabra,all holding burning white tapers, decorated
with green ivy and ribbons.
On each side of the arch was
a spring bouquet of yellow,
blue,and white daisies.
The family pews were
marked with white tapers
set in brass hurricanes with
greenery and large satin
bows.
Debbie Walker, sister of
the groom, presided tit the
guest register at the white
satin and lace covered table
•

•

adorned with a bouquet of
white, pink, and yellow
daisies.
The Bride
The bride, given in marriage by her grandparents,
was escorted to the altar by
her grandfather. She we a
formal gown of white organza and point d'sprit. The
bodice and sleeves of point
d'sprit were trimmed with
chantilace creating a
sweetheart yoke edged with
a ruffle of lace. Lace also
highlighted the high rise collar and slim fitted sleeves.
The flared skirt flowed into
scalloped tiers of lace that
bordered the hemline and
chapel length train.
Her jewelry included a
gold heart,gift of the groom.
For somehing old she wore a
dainty gold chain bracelet.
Her dress Was something
new, her diamond earrings
belonging to her grandmother was something borrowed, and her something
blue was her garter.
She carried a bouquet of

stkvt
/•--

ii

Begins July 16,
Thursday

1/2 PRICE

yellow silk roses and blue maid of honor, were Miss
forget me nots entwined with Donna Kaye Miller and Miss
baby's breath and accented Lisa Carol Clees. They each
#11
with yellow and blue rib- carried a bouquet identical
to the maid of honor.
bons.
Miss Heather Dawn Wrye,
Miss Trena Rene Overcast
was the maid of honor. She *daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
wore a long light yellow David Wrye and cousin of
dress of quiana With a lace the groom, was the flower
cape covering the shoulders. girl. She wore a blue dotted
She carried a bouquet of swiss floor length dress with
blue, yellow, and white satin ribbons in her hair. She
daisies accented with baby's carried a white wicker
7534541 121 By.Pars
basketfilled with yellow rose
breath.
The bridesmaids, dressed petals.
0111 /1.4.711 IN4-711
PL.W.71
in blue gowns identical to the Jody Scott Wrye, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wrye and
cousin of the groom, was the
ring bearer. He wore a black
tuxedo accented with a white
carnation boutonniere. He
carried a white satin pillow
trimmed with eyelet lace. ,
The Groom
The groom wore a white on
white tuxedo with a boutonniere of a yellow silk
rosebud.
Allen Morris was best
• man. Groomsmen were
Jerry Maynard and Randy
Walker. Brian Smith and
Barry Tabers were ushers.
All of the men of the wedSecond Door South of Post Office
ding party except the groom
wore black tuxedoes with
white carnation boutonnieres. Both fathers also
wore carnation boutonnieres.
Hours: Tues.& Thurs. 1-5,6-9
The bride's grandmother
wore a green georgette
Wed., Fri., Sat.9-5
street length dress with a fitted waist and circular skirt.
Mrs. Walker, mother of the
Will open other hours by appt.
groom, wore a three piece
mint green suit. They both
Studio Phone 492-8869
wore corsages of white carnations sprayed with baby's
Home Phone 492-8898
breath.
The grandmother of the
groom, Mrs. Joe Humphreys, was presented a
white carnation corsage.
Both grandfathers of the
groom, Joe Humphreys and
on INTERCO company
Dallas Wrye, had white carnation boutonnieres.
The wedding was directed
by Mrs. Nancy Schroader,
cousin of the bride.
Reception
Immediately following the
1 Group
ceremony the reception was
held in the fellowship hall of
Children
the church.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a lace cloth
and centered with a white
Reduced Up To
arrangement
floral
decorated with three
candles, a gift of the bride's
father, John Kemp. The
three- tiered wedding cake
",
was adorned with yellow and
Price
.
blue sugar roses and topped
with a bride and groom
statuette.
Mons-BoysServing the guests were
LodesMiss Jane Ross, aunt of the
bride, Miss Vickey WeatherGirls
ford, and Miss Dawn Kemp,
sister of the bride. They
were each presented with a
corsage of white carnations.
. Rice begs made of yellow
net tied with satin ribbons
were distributed by Mickey
and
Wheel Thompson and
Now
Shannon Wrye,all cousins of
the groom.
After ashort wedding UV.

he Showcase

4

Ann Guthrie Buchanan
Announces
Opening In Hazel
July 16 at 1 P.M.

Ann's Ceramics & Plants

All Ladies Skirts
All Mens Summer Shirts
All Ladies Summer Tops
All Ladies Summer Slacks
(Ladies & Misses)

the new Mr. and Mrs.
Walker are residing on
Valley Wood Drive,Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
The grooni's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Walker, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner held at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord. Covers
were laid for 40 persons. The
couple presented gifts to
Members of the wedding
party.
Bridal Events
Bridal events were held in
honor,of the bride.
A personal shower was
held in the home of Miss Lisa
Clees. Close friends of the
bride were invited.
A household shower was
given by members of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Mrs. Ronald Thompson,
Mrs. Joe Wrye, and Mrs.
David Wrye, aunts of the
groom, were hostesses for a
shower held in the Community Room of the North Branch
of the Peoples Bank.

All Ladies Shorts
All Mens

Basic Jeans

$700

$10
"
Off

Ladies Jeans

Fashion Jeans
$1 900

All Ladies
Fashion jeans

(Excluding California Straights
& Super Straights)

All Ladies
Bendover Pants

OLYMPIC PLAZA, MURRAY
"1120:0P/r4KOrseiried0r4/4111rirdedrir44104ITOP"

400
441./

SUMMER
SALE
Summer Fashion Savings!

SUMMER

SHOES

RESSES
JUNIORS - MISSYS - HALF SIZES
Regular 36.00 to 72.00 Values

Regularly 18.00 to 72.00

_
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•

• •t,
,a;
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411 •

Sandals

Swim
Wear

One Group

All Men
'
s

P. N.HIRSCH &

i 12

$.
13
91

Straight Leg, Boot Cut, Flare

Greenware, Brushes, Paints, Other
Ceramic Supplies & House Plants

794

aearance Sale

tfl

•

Trash
Bags

LEARANCE
1101(/(frA'
_...".411:40:10/40:0".•0114II.4010.

•

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Gray Walker

S

Levis

7

We are pleased to announce
that Renee Greer, bride-elect of
Garry Miller has selected her
china, stainless, and crystal from
our complete bridal registry.
Renee' and Garry will
married Sept. 12.

•

THAT'S IT

3999
2

SPORTSWEAR
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HAS EYESURGERY
Mrs. Ray (Lochie) Ross
underwent eye surgery on
Tuesday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
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-..Weciding Is Planned

Glidden's BEST PATEX
wall paint
Strong on
quality and lasting good looks.
• 5...00ens• 00. ----,
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.,11. Try the semi gloss enamel
that s as easy to use as
latex wall paint!
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Miss Brenda Sue Olinger
and Curtis Martin Lamb
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W.
Mason of Brewers announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
oldest daughter, Miss Brenda Sue Olinger, to Curtis
Martin Lamb, oldest son of
Mr. and Mrs. Taz Lamb of
Kirksey Route 1.
Miss Olinger is a 1980
graduate of Marshall County
High School and is employed
at the Peking Restaurant in
Murray.
She is the granddaughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Irvan
Johnston of Hardin, and of
Mr, and Mrs. Olice Mason of
Brewers. A maternal great
grandmother is Mrs. Lucy
Nanney of Dexter.
Mr. Lamb is a 1972
graduate of Calloway County
High School and is employed
as a brick mason and is also
a farmer.
He is the grandson of the
late Fteftis and Elizabeth
Rhea and of Mrs. Lois Lamb

and the late Claude Lamb of
Brewers.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Aug. 1, at
7:45 p.m. at the Union Hill
Church of Christ, Hardin,
with 0. D. McKendree officiating. A reception will
follow the ceremony.
No invitations will be sent
and all friends and relatives *
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Fun to Wear Playwear

5.00

Reg. to 12.99 Great savings on tops and shorts to
mix and match. There's tanks and t-tops plus jogging
shorts.

Misses Mix and
Match Sportswear
8.99
Reg. 19.99 to 29.99
Exceptional Value! A
fabulous collection that
works famously together
or separately with other
sportswear in your wardrobe.

At

Four Season's Fashions
Unbelievable Prices
On All
Merchandise

OPEN HOUSE
featuring the
Quaker Maid
"Show Mobile
II III

III

Famous Name
Junior
Coordinates
8.99
CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY - Christopher Brian
Burkeen, son of David and Bonnie Burkeen, celebrated
his first birthday on Sunday, May 24, at his home.
Those attending were his grandparents, Bob and
Peggy Parrish, great grandfather, Frank Parrish, uncles,
Roger Parrish and 'Ronnie Burkeen, aunt, Jo Ann
Burkeen, and cousins, Jody Burkeen, Terri Burkeen,
and Shawna Nance. Others attending were Randy and
Debbie Hill, Sandra Duncan, and Elmo Thornton. After
opening his gifts, the guests were served cake
decorated with "Kermit the Frog," ice cream, and punch.

James
• ken-pi.) I

Reg. 19.99 to 29.99
All from famous makers!
A beautiful collection of
summer coordinates.

Summer Whites
Pants Sale!
7.99
Reg. to 19.99
Choose your favorite
stPe pants in duck'
sheeting, chintz, twill
and more. All in bright
summer white.

Designer Jean
Sale!
1/3 Off
Reg. to 44.00
Save on designer jeans
from Calvin Klein, Lee,
Chic, Levi.
Reg. Sale
Calvin Klein 44.00 24.99
Lee
29.00 19.99
Chic
30.00 19.99
Levi
29.00 19.99

Summer Dress
Sale!
40% to 60% Off
Reg. to 19.99 to 42.99
Great selection of
fashion styles in many
cool fabrics.

Sundresses
9.99
Reg. 19.99 to 24.99
Comfortably cool and
sensational sundresses.

Ladies' Panty
Sale!
4 for 3.00

Ladlee-Nyion.
Gowns
5.00

Belted Fashion
Pants
7.99

I Ij

Reg. to 24.99 Great
selection!

Summer Shirts
6.99
Reg. 15.99
Plaid or stripe shirts in
styles that go with everything from jeans and
shorts to skirts.

SEE US AT

THE FAIR
The "Show Mobile" is
Cibaker Maid's traveling
kitchen exhibit
that features:
• Popular styles
• Efficiency features
• Select woods
• Decorator finishes
• Hand crafted cabinets
• Custom designed •
fOr active living
Man now to Visit.

Summer Skirts
7.99

JULY 13-18

Reg.15.99
Versatile skirts for
summer in a variety of
your favorite styles.

PRESENTED BY

Fashion Jeans
8.99

Niademoiselle Shop
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Reg. 1.50 pr.
Choose your favorite
panty style: briefs,
hipster or bikini!

Reg.11.99
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Rig. 19.99
'Some belted. Some Via novelty pockets.

Central Shopping Center Hwy.641 Murray
753-7991 Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10-9 Sun. 1-5
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Looking Back
10 Years

EDITOR JAL

Inspired
Skttecraft

winner

Lyle Pridemore as
the
color television set given away at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair
last night. Pridesnore is pictured with
Marilyn Simons, fair queen, and
Gedric Paschall, member of the
Jaycees.
The creation of a new commercial
airport to serve nine west Kentucky
and Tennessee cities was urged
yesterday by State Senator Carroll
Hubbard, Jr.,in an address before the
Murray Rotary Club at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Maurine Crouse Kemp, 54, and
Calbert H. Cope,73.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Gibson, July 13, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Manning, July
13, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
H. Ross, July 14.
Calista B. Clanton, Katie Martin
Overcast, Birdie Parker, Ruth
Blackwood,Genera Hamlett, Carman
Horton, and Ruth Lassiter were
presented 25 year membership pins at
the meeting of the Woodmen Grove
126 held at the Murray Woman's Club
house.

.1-4(fc

President Reagan's selection preme Court nominee a person
of Judge Sandra D. O'Connor to whose known political views
fill the vacant seat on the Unit- might reasonably be described
ed States Supreme Court was, as moderately conservative and
quite obviously, an inspired bit whose judicial opinions reflect
the restraint so admired by the
NOW, IF WE
of statecraft.
MIST
For telling testament that President and his ideological
SomEeopy TO
this is so, one need look no fur- supporters.
MAKE (r GO!
But because of Judge O'Conther than the overwhelmingly
favorable reviews accorded Mr. nor's sterling qualifications and
Reagan's choice by friends and because her selection promises
adversaries alike among the to end the court's 191-year
Senators who must pass on the male-only tradition, the nomination has been effusively welnomination.
There was this from Sen. Ed- comed by many of Mr. Reagan's
ward M. Kennedy, titular leader most outspoken adversaries.
The one sour note in all of this
of the Senate's liberal remnant
a
'o
2f0 Years Ag
"Every American can take is the grumbling among pro-life
lots")
The formal
pride in the President's commit- advocates and the Moral Majording
the conaCoptsy thusSwiss _ 024,sureaststA
tract for the construction of the
ment to select such a woman for ity types upset over Judge
Murray-Calloway County Airport was
this critical office."
By M.C. Garrott
O'Connor's record on abortion
July 14 by the Airport Board at
made
California's Sen. Alan Cran- issues during her tenure in the
a meeting held at the Murray City
ston, also a liberal Democrat, Arizona Senate. The Rev. Jerry
Hall. The M. & H. Construction Comcalled Judge O'Connor, "a bril- Falwell, for example, professes
pany of Murray was the low bidder.
liant legal scholar...."
H. Glenn Doran, president, and
to see the nomination as a beWilliam B. Milstead, cashier, for the
Commendations from Repub- trayal of the constituency that
Dees Bank of Hazel have announced
licans, while predictable, went sent Mr.: Reagan to the White
that
Randall B. Patterson has been
well -beyond the -pro fortna en- House.How would you like to fly to New Louisville from New York announced
Because of the size of the crowd, its appointed Alinicifaint vice president of
dorsements that would,..haye
Granted that a series of legis- York and back from Louisville for 98 it was'going to sell 138 tickets — one patience and good-naturedness, the the Dees Bank.
sufficed for a less distinguished, lative votes cast by Mrs. O'Con- cents? Would you wait all night out- way for 49 cents and round-trip for 98 airline office opened and sold the 138 Miss Elizabeth Faye Patton,
cents — on June 30 on a first-come tickets at 11:30 a.m,30 minutes early. daughter of Mr.
and politically astute, nomina- nor a decade ago indicated her side a ticket office to do so?
and Mrs. Fred PatThat's what Jane Rose did, and she first-served basis; she was determinAlthough Jane, who has never ton, was married to Edward C. Willie,
tion.
support for abortion under cer- got her ticket with two cents change ed to get-one of them.
before been to New York, will be son of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Willie, on
. Senator Majority Leader tain circumstances. Less is back from a dollar. Tomorrow Yam, The promotiona
l stunt was a "New returning to Louisville Sunday night, June 18 at the Owens Chapel
Baptist
Howard Baker issued a glowing knOwn of her current views on who is the daughter of Allen and Doris York-love-affair" gimmick dreamed she could
have planned for a longer Church.
statement expressing his "de- the subject other,than the per- Rose,1603 Keenland, will board a New up by the airline to spotlight its newly- stay as the tickets are good for 30 days Births
reported at the Murray
light" and praising the Presi- sonal opposition to abortion she York Airplane in Louisville for her inaugurated super-low fare service on a seats-available basis.
Hospital include a boy to Mr.and Mrs.
dent for l'the courage of his de- expressed in her Oval Office flight to Neiv York to spend the between Louisville and New York.
New York Air's normal fare Clarence Eldridge and a boy to Mr.
weekend in what they call
Big The line started forming at 5 p.m. between LoulsVille and New York is and Mrs.Herschel
cision."
Olive.
meeting with President Reagan Apple." Where the city ever"the
got such the afternoon before the tickets were $49 one way and $98 round-trip.
New officers of the Murray
The dean of the Senate's con- on July 1.
a silly name as that is beyond me, but to go on sale at 12 noon the next day,
• • •
Toastmistress Club are Mrs. J. A.
servative Republicans, Barry
That isn't likely to satisfy that's what the swingers call it.
and Jane was among the first in line.
I thought this was a cute little story. Outland, Mrs. Charles Ryan, Mrs.
Goldwater, has vigorously lob- Rev. Falwell or many of his A graduate of Western Kentucky She spent the night in a sleeping bag
The other day, Charles L. (Leroy)
bied the White House on behalf adherents. But that is a risk Mr. University, Jane is an account ex- and wiled away much of the time Eldridge was driving his tractor back Allen Russell, and Mrs. Kerby Jennof his fellow Arizonan. Indeed, Reagan reportedly weighed, and ecutive with Scripps-Howard reading. Her picture appeared in The and forth spreading fertilizer on one ings.
Assets of the Bank of Murray at the
Newspapers in Louisville. When New Louisville Times showing her waiting of the pastures on his place out on the close
Judge O'Connor's professional then accepted.
of business on June 30, 1961,
York Air, a new airline serving in the line.
Green Plains Church Road.
were 811,600,250.69, according to the
credentials and political appeal
In any event, the President
On one pass around the field, he firm's published statement
were such that Sen. Goldwater's now has more to gain than lose
noticed
a young neighbor, Brooks,six:ntsre,
personal recommendation was by putting a bit of distance be- The White House
OotyaynY.u,ea Ausg
jo.ulw
pat
3
year-old son of Billy Frank and Sherla
enthusiastically seeonded by Ar- tween himself and .at least thy
Harrell,Seaman
Adams,at the fence frantically trying
will visit
the cityAthens Greece when the
izona Rep. Morris Udall, who is more extreme among Rev.
to get his attention..
Brooks was waving his arms and landing ship SS Rushmore anchors
as stautichly liberal as his Falwell's followers.
yelling
something, which Leroy, of there
state's senior senator is conMost of what Ronald Reagan
Call
County students enrolled
enroll
course, could not hear above the roar
servative.
does as President will lte apat the University of Kentucky, Lexof
the
tractor.
dent's assistant for political affairs.
An AP News Analysis
The O'Connor nomination also plauded by religious conservaStopping the tractor, shutting off ington, include Charles Eldridge,
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
They certainly did not need courting.
won Mr. Reagan the praise of tives, including card-carrying
the
engine and getting to the ground, Jean Ryan, Pat Wear, Auburn Wells,
Dr. James Cheek, president of
Associated Press Writer
women's rights advocates here- members of the Moral Majority.
Leroy
went to the fence and leaned John Woodruff, Roscoe Hayes, Joe
WASHINGTON(AP)— Within a 12- Howard University, one of the
Jones, Louis Boyd, and John T. Murtofore generally critical of the
day period, President Reagan spoke foremost primarily black univer- down to hear what the little boy had to
dock.
him.
tell
administration. The National
The President knows, hoyiev- to the annual convention of the sities, was invited for a brief
A fish dinner and an all night fox
"There's going to be a tractor pull
Organization for Women(NOW) er, that he cannot govern effec- NAACP, met with the president of ceremonial visit.
hunt
will be held on July 20 at the Hall
in
Paris
tonight!"
the
little
fellow exhailed the nomination as a "vic- tively unless he also retains the Howard University, met with black
And the National Black Caucus of
McCuiston camp.
claimed
with
great
excitement
.
tory for women's rights." That allegiance of those who share political supporters and met with State Legislatures had been seeking a "Brooks has been
The Rev. M. M. Hampton, pastor of
to a lot of fairs
meeting with Reagan for some time.
praise was echoed by NOW's his basic ideological instincts black state legislators.
the Hazel Baptist Church, will be the
and
tractor
pulls
with,
his
parents,"
president, Eleanor C. Smeal, de- but don't unswervingly adhere That would sound like he was trying So, in the view of Red Caveny, a Leroy said, laughing as he recalled speaker at the revival to be held at the
to
black voters, who more than deputy assistant to the president for
church starting July 18.
spite her quite accurate descrip- to Rev. Falwell's politicl cate- anycourt
other group voted for Jimmy public liaison, there was no effort to the incident,"and he simply was tellAssets of the Dees Bank of Hazel at
ing
me
that
if
I
wanted
tion of Judge O'Connor as 41,to
make
that
bring about a new dialogue between
Carter last November.
Paris pull with my tractor that night, the close of businss on June 30, 1951,
"moderate" on feminist issues.
The nomination of Sandra D. But that is not exactly the case — at Reagan and blacks.
are listed at $585,171.35, according to
Consider, then, what Mr. O'Connor was the astute act of a least not by the White House account, But deputy White House press I had better get back to the house and the
published statement of the bank.
start
getting
ready.
secretary
Larry Speakes said the
Reagan has accomplished. He President both principled and where the timing of the meetings is
Mr.
and Mrs. Wells Hargis of Hum"But
I
wish
you
could
have
seen the
portrayed as little more than a matter meetings with the blacks, as well as
has selected as his first Su- practical.
boldt, Tenn., have been the guests of
seriousnes
s
of
the
expression
on
his
sessions Reagan had Monday
of coincidence

Garrott's Galley

She Waited All Night In Line
To Fly To New York For 98 Cents

Matter Of Coincidence?

Business Mirror

Mergers

Good Or Bad?

NEW YORK (AP) — Mergers
generally produce a net economic
gain, the SEC chairman said, and he
offered as evidence the sizable
premiums often paid to shareholders
of the company being acquired.
John S.R. Shad, who recently took
over the top Job at the SEC, more formally known as the Securities and Exchange Commission, said nothing
about the other part of the deal —
about those who pay the premiums.
As most shareholders know, those
premiums come out of the buyer's
equity, which, of course, is the
shareholder's equity. There is no such
thing as a deal in which you pay dearly but suffer no added expense.
Moreover, with interest rates extremely high, any money borrowed to
finance a merger comes at a very
high price — a price that may further
dilute the equity of shareholders in the
acquiring company.
You don't have to be an SEC chairman to test this interpretation. In the
stock market, which is supposed to
represent some collective wisdom,
shares of the bidders in a takeover
contest often fall, while those of the
company being sought rise, often
spectacularly.
Mergers are healthy. for the
economy, said the commissioner,
former vice chairman of E.F. Hutton
& Co. But the commissioner'S certainty is not shared by all who have
studied mergers, including his
predecessor.
Harold M. Williams, SEC commissioner during the Carter administraUon after having been 'resident of
Norton Simon Inc., a conglomerate,

—
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Take the Denver convention of the Polish-Americans and Italian- face and in his eyes as he told me
National Association for the Advance- Americans, fit into efforts to meet that."
By JOHN CUNNIFF
• • •
ment of Colored People. Reagan had with special interest groups.
Owen
(Red)
Harris, who lives here
nothing to say about when the convenTwo topics seem to dominate
but
works
for
a
Benton lumber firm,is
tion would be held. But he had a lot to Reagan's dealings with black groups:
say about whether he would speak to the economy — and the impact his known for his practical jokes.
The other day over coffee several of
it, although he snubbed it during last proposed tax and budget cuts will
year's presidential campaign and have on those at the bottom of the us got a chuckle out of his recalling
often wondered whether mergers may have felt some pressure to make economic ladder — and Reagan's ap- one of his favorites.
It seems Red and several others
proaching decision on whether and
diverted money from more produc- amends this year.
The black political supporters were how to extend the Voting Rights Act, were gathered around a table one
tive uses.
Saturday morning and drinking coffee'
which expires next-year.
As they do now, small-business
brought in by Lyn Notziger,t4, rselat what used to be the Palace
Clarence
Mitchell
Ill,
a 19-year
then found it hard to raise funds to
Restaurant
at the corner of Chestnut
veteran of the Maryland Legislature
survive. And creative people with
and
North
16th Streets. It is now
and president of the black caucus
sound -ideas were unable to raise
group that saw Reagan last Friday, Chuck Wynn's Dakota Feed & Grain.
financial support to launch new
said the White House was "taking ad- Among those seated at the table was
businesses.
vantage of the opportunities we are Lindy Carr, who owned and operated
There is nothing especially new
providing for them by making the re- the place. Now,according to Red, Linabout this; it is the test that endy and Riley Trenholm, who operated
Therefore
quests"
for meetings with Reagan.
if
any man be In Christ
trepreneurs have always faced.
another
restaurant, Trenholm's east
he
is a new mature: Old things are
"The president was invited to the
But as critics have argued in books,
of
the
palace
passed away; behold, all things are
and near 12th Street,
NAACP, true, but he didn't have to
papers, testimony, speeches and become
new. II Corinthians 5:17
weren't what you would classify as
come," Mitchell said.
seminars, a country in which producThe meeting Reagan held with Mit- bosom buddies at the time. It was
tivity gains are increasingly hard to
chell's group was scheduled for 20 rather common knowledge that they
get must be concerned about innovaTired of the life you are now livminutes but ran 25 minutes beyond had had their differences.
tion, efficiency, competition and new
ing} Try new life in Christ it's
"Lindy, loan me a dime, vrillya?"
yours,
that.
jobs, areas in which smaller com- free for
the asking.
Red suddenly asked. "I need to make
panies have much to contribute.
a phone call." Lindy took a dime from
Rather than accepting the view that
his pocket, handed it to him, and Red
mergers are good, it would seem that
left
the table in search of a phone.
Miirray Ledger & Times
many questions are still worthy of beFinding one, he called Trenholm up
ing explored by the Justice DepartUSPS3011-700
the street. "Riley," he said, "there is
ment, the Federal Trade Commission Publisher
Walter L Apperson
By Ken Wolf
a bunch of us up here at the Palace
Editor
R.
Gene
McCutcheon
and Congress.
Explaining why he wrote his having coffee and we're having trouThe Murray Ledger & nines is published
As the Reagan administration says, every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, famous biographies of Greek
and ble getting waited on. We were
big isn't always bad. This may be Christriuui Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiv- Roman leaders, the first
century wondering if you would bring us a pot
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th St ,
especially so among oil companies, Murray, Ky. OWL Second Class Postage Paid at Greek moralist Plutarch said:
of coffee." A few minutes later, he
which need enormous amounts of Murray, Ky. MI.
Moral good h a practical
was back at his place at the table.
SUBSCRIPTIO
N
RATES:
In
areas
served
by
capital to explore, build refineries and
stimulus; It is no sooner seen,
•carriert, $3.25 Per month, payable in advance
In about 10 minutes, in walked
compete internationally.
mall in Calloway Coonty and to Benton, Harthan tt inspires an Impulse to
Trenhohn,
a white apron around his
But in a specific situation, would it din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Pennington, Ky., and
practice, and Influences-the mind
waist and a pot of steaming coffee in
Paris. Bucherum and Puryear, Tn , $34.50 per
be bad for the country,for example,if year. By mall to other destinations, 131.50
and character not by a mere imper
his hand. Without a word to anyone,
the second- and ninth-largest oil com- year
itation
which we look, st,..but by
he
went around the table filling the
Member
of
Awociated
Press,
Kentucky
Press
panies become one, as would happen
the statement of the fact creates , cups, starting with Lindy's first.
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
If Mobil and Conoco merged?
Association
a moral purpose Add'weform.
Then, as quietly as he had case, be
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
What are the gains or losses for the
Plutarch's lives
ropubliehlocal nem originated by The Murray
was gone.
economy? Will financing of big Ledger k Times as 'Us.w
the Great and others describes
all Mier AP news
While all the others struggled to
mergers force up interest rates? Will
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
great
virtues
as well as great deeds. keepfrom bursting out laughing, Carr
Office
Ilunewe
merger activity hurt or help
713-314
fiewitied Advertising
looked across the table at Red, and,
73.1-10111 _Plutarch was more interested in
shareholders? Will mergers further Rata I Display)Ad's/Aft
733-lilt ethics than politics and, because of
stirring his coffee, said softly, "You
CirculaUen
erode the declining position of small-.
7$3-111111
that, we have a fuller picture of red-headed so-and-so. You did that!"
News and Sports Dept.
?AIMS
business?
Graeco-Roinan times
Then thole all laughed.

Bible Thought

Thoughts
In Season

:oder

their parents.
Wheatley Lumber Company is now
open for business at their location on
the Hazel Highway, 250 yards from
the city limits.

Today In History
BY The Associated Preis
Today is Thursday, July la, the
197th day of 1981. There are IN diem
left in tbe year. _
- --On July 16, 1945, the atomic age was
heralded when the U.S. exploded the
first atomic bomb over the desert in
New Mexico.
On this date:
In 1790, the District of Columbia
was established as the seat of the U.S.
government.
In 1918, Russia's Czar Nicholas II
and his family were executed by the
Bolsheviks.
In 1969, the US. Apollo 11
spacecraft was launched from Cape
Canaveral, Fla. to attempt the first
manned landing on the moon.
Today's birthdays: Actress Ginger
Rogers is 70. Actress Barbara Stanwyck is 74.
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WHILE q111 ME ASLEEP,
TUINED INTO AN
AN6EL,At1P CLEW AWA'11!!

Judge Denies Williams Bail
By DICK Pit1TYS
Associated Preal Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — Wayne
B. Williams, charged in the
slaying of one of 28 young
Atlanta blacks, was denied
bail Wednesday by a judge
who faid there is "a
substantial likelihood that be
;IOW flee if released."
-11/illiams had promised at
..a:Sho-hour hearing Tuesday
.1,1* he would not leave the
would not try to infieence witnesses in his case
: and would not commit any
; crimes if he were granted his
freedom. He also pledged to
follow any special conditions
imposed by the court.
. But Superior Court Judge
Sara Phillips McKenzie said
-the nature of the charge, an
. affidavit given by a top
police official last month and
2.Williams' recent conduct"
convinced him Williams was
likely to flee.

•.

said he was bent over in but that Williams had talked
McKenzie did not rule imIt seat of the car "ty- with a pilot-friend about flythaw('
other
mediately, on several
ing
my
shoe on the front ing around the city.
defense motions, including floorboard" and was not
be
one asking that Williams
noticed by police.
- Asked about his July 21
allowed to appear before the
Williams'
asked
Slaton
for an Indictment in
deadline
Fulton County grand jury mother, Faye. if Williams
Sidon said, "It's
cam
the
indictconsidering a murder
had driven to Fulton County possible there might be some
ment against him.
Airport while under the development on Friday. It's
William.% 23, was bound police
surveillance and inthere might be some
over to the grand jury in the quired about flying to South poesible
nt on Tuesday. I
developme
death of 27-year-old
'She testified no believe I said I expected to
America'.
of
latest
the
Nathaniel Cater,
ever planned, file by Tuesday."
28 young blacks whose slay- such trip was
d
investigate
ings are being
by a special police task
Army Engineers Renovating Airstrip
force.
AtDistrict
County
Fulton
torney Lewis Slaton, who
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. Army officials say with the
strenuously opposed the re- (AP) - Army Reserve use of new equipment, the
quest for bail,suggested dur- engineersfrom Toledo,Ohio, current project could be
ing the hearing that are renovating a ,4,500-foot completed in as little as
Williams attempted to elude airstrip to be used by Air seven days.
police at least twice while Force C-130 airplanes at Other activities at Fort
Campbell now engaging
under surveillance.
Fort Campbell.
Asked by Slaton if his
The strip was last rebuilt reservists from Ohio and
father had once sneaked him in 1978 at a cost of 81 million Kentucky include upgrading
past police in the trunk of his and took three months to an obstacle course and construction of a panel bridge.
car, Williams denied it. He complete. .
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WHAT'S THAT,
NANCY?

THE ONLY BEANS I
I THINK
COULD FIND WERE
IT'S A
FAILURE. CANNED GREEN BEANS
THOUGH—

IT'S A BEANBAG
I JUST MADE

ke)

I TI-IINK IM MAKING
REAL PROGRESS WITN
TI-IE MEN OF T1415
CAMP

Air

ITb NO WONDER
I GOT THIS NASTY
LETTER FROM
'NE PENTAGON

THEY'RE MORE POLiTE,
MORE GENTLE, LESS
PRONE TO VIOLENCE...
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Prices Good
7-15 Thni1-21

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order
Both With
$25.00 Order
All 3 With
$35.00 Order

M
1 T
%
.
1
NwococIL
Bush's Showboat
W• Tomato Sauce 8 Cheese

Granola Light - Cinnamon,
Oats 8 Honey 8 P.Nut Butter

SPAGHETTI

SNACKS
SWEATENER
DRESSING.
PRESERVES %
JELLY
PRESERVES

$1 39
•

6 oz

Sweet 10 Liquid

Popeye

SWEET _PUFF

Say-Sum Salad

Hyde Park Tomato

89'
99'
79'
99'

WM $12.50 Aditised
Psalms Excluding
Tobacco IL Dory Products

3/89'

New Store Hours
Non.-Thurs. 8:00-7:00
Fri-Sat 8:00-8:00

32 oz.

Boma Apricot

CATSUP
MAYONNAISE

Pik Nik

•

Illymkor

C ION Wart

XXV

16oz.

Boma Grope

Boma Blackberry

16 oz.

y
$1 19 Bama Strawberr

PRESERVES
MUSTARD
GREEN BEANS

16 oz.

Pik Nik

59

PARKAY
PC,AR.11"

16 oz.

c Bush Chopped Turnip

32 oz.

Bush's French Style

GREENS

oz.35`

15 oz.

Southern Gem Cut

GREEN BEANS

29 oz.

49'

Bush Baked

BEANS
BEANS
PINTO BEANS
•
HOMINY
SPINACH
BEANS
Bush Chilli Hot

2.oz.19'
°
'
3/51
3/100
oz. 3189'
3P1®

15 oz.

Bush

Bush White

Bush Chopped

15'/2 oz.

Bush Cut Green

15'•, oz. 3/$1 °et

Witk $12.50 Adulthood

perdisweimapdhie
Telma & Day Products

Charles Potato
Kitchen Kraft Blackeye

PEAS

15 oz 3/$100

CHIPS

Dawn Dishwashing

LIOUID

7 oz.

79

Mrs. Wages
Kosher Dill, Polish Dill,
Dill 8 Bread 8 Butter

51 15

PICKLE *MIX

. 32 oz.$169
•

93/4 oz.

Zip Lock Heavy Duty
20 Ct. Qt. Size

FREEZER BAGS
Fox Deluxe Frozen

PIZZA

11 oz.

79

Hamb.-Sous.-Pep.-or Cheese

9-oz.DOUBLE JUICE
GUSS

With Each
$5 00 Purchase

huge Fully Cooked Dry Cured Smoked
We have all sizes of all your canning supplies: jars. lids - and
rings.,

-

•

PI 4.

MIN:1111M=
Eckrich All Meat

U.S.D.A. Grode'A'Chicken

BOLOGNA
BREAST
B.B.O. CHICKEN
GROUND BEEF
$239 BAKED HAM
HAM
BAKED HAM
STEAK - •lb
B•B BEEF
B B.& RIBS
HENS
FRIED CHICKEN
$429

lb

Economy 3-4 Lb.

•

lb.

Owen's Best Whole

Sl 19

lb

V19

Owen's Best Deli

,
.
Owens Best B.B.0.

$/19
lb. of

Fancy Head

LETTUCE
Golden Ripe

$329

U.S. Choice Boneless ShoUldor

.219

TOMATOES

Owen's Best

BANANAS
•
'Name Grown Green Cooking

Field 1 l.b.

$1 39

WIENERS
- vomit U.S.D.A. Grade'A' Fresh

—

Owens Best(9 Pcs. Whole Chicken)

•

lb.

49` MILK

gal.

Flav-O-Rich 100% Pure
Whole Chicken$2"

Bryon Boneless Smokrry Hollow

' or whole lb:

Hyde Park Homogenized

Home Grown

'
lb

5279

APPLES.:
Horne Grown Ref

POTATOES..

2

$279

49' & 59'. ORANGE JUICE
MAGIC ONE
MILK
•
49'. BUTTERMILK
•
19
' LoCal MILK
et* ,. t0004.44\4*41.ki)4*
gal.

Flav-O-Rich

$199
gal. .g

lb.25

Hyde Park Homogenized

•Gal;$1 21'

Hyde Pork

lb.

'A

.$121.

Hydirrertr

gal.

lb

•

• •

.

'BEST COPY
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Various churches in the
area have announced services, meetings, and events
at the churches.
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Methodist Church will have
a New Life Mission starting
Sunday, July 19,and continuing through Friday, July 24.
Preaching *rvices will be
NORTH FORK
held at 7:45 each evening
BAPTIST
with the Rev. Wesley Fears,
The Rev. Terry Sills, pastor of the Temple United
director of missions for the Methodist Church, MillBlood River Baptist Associa- ington, Tenn.,as the leader.
tion, will be the evangelist at
Special singing is planned
the revival services to be along with other informal
held at the North Fork Bap- meetings at the church.
tist Church from Monday,
The congregation and the
July 20, through Sunday, Ju- pastor,the.Rev. Bob Dotson,
ly 26.
invite the public to attend.
Services will be held at
7:30 each evening and at the
NEW PROVIDENCE '
regular times on Sunday.
BAPTIST
The church and the pastor,
The New Providence Bapthe Rev. James G. Phelps, tist Church will hold revival
invite the Public to attend.
services starting Sunday,
July 19, and continuing
WIGROVE
through Friday,July 24, with
. BAPTIST
the Rev. Harry Yates, pastor
The speaker for Sunday, of the Farmington Baptist
July 19, at the. Elm Grove Church,as speaker.
Baptist Church will be the
Services will be held at
Rev. Terry Sills, director of 7:30 each evening. Bill
missions for the Blood River Delapp,also from the FarmAssociation. He will speak at ington Church, will direct
11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. while the singing, according to the
the pastor, the Rev. Calvin church pastor, the- Rev.
Wilkins, is directing a Grover W.Page, who invites
crusade on the Island of the public to attend.
Trinidod.
SEVENTH-DAY
Don Rowlett will direct the
ADVENTIST
music while the director,
The Youth Witnessing and
Kerry Vasseur, is on the
crusade. Glenda Rowlett will Singing Group from the
be organist and Paula Kin- Paris Seventh-Day Adventist Church will perform dursolving will be pianist.
Sunday School with Donny
Buchanan as director will be
at 10 a.m. Church Training
tvith Dwayne .Fullierson as
director will be 6p.m.
Deacon's- oncali will be
Keys Keel and Oatman
Cohoon,, Nursery workers
'will be Donna Smith and
Teresa Sidter, Morning, and
.porothy Chaney,evening.

I

ing the worship service of
the Murray Seventh-Day
Adventist church on Saturday,July 18, at 9:15 a.m.
Members of the recently
organized group are singing
and witnessing together during their vacation from their
respective schools — Paris
Adventist
Seventh-Day
Church .School, Highland
Academy, Portland, Tenn.,
and Southern Missionary
College, Collegedale, Tenn.
One Member secently attended Harbert Hills
Academy, a self-supporting
institution at Savannah,
Tenn.
The Murray Seventh-Day
Adventist Church welcomes
the Paris group and invites
the public to attend,a church
spokesman said.
LYNN GROVE
METHODIST .
The Rev. Julian Warren,
pastor, will spek at the 9:45
a.m. services on Sunday, July 19, at the Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church.
Sunday School with
Margaret Derrington as
director will begin at 10:45
a.m.

The members of the
church and other interested
persons will conduct the
devotional service at Fern
Terrace Lodge on Sunday,
July 19, at 1:30 p.m.

ctuusnAN
FELLOWSHIP
A film, "The Image of the
Beast," will be shown at 6
p.m. on Sunday, July 19, in
the old auditorium of the
Christian Fellowship Church, Briensburg.
The public is invited to attend and there will be no admission charge, a church
spokesman said.

prior to tne everung services
on Saturday, July 25, which
has been designated youth
revival night to feature
special inspirational singing
by the Fellowship Choir of
Southern Indiana.
Local and regional gospel
singers will bring a message
in song each night of the

MASON'S CHAPEL
AND HAZEL
The Rev. John Churchwell
will speak at the 10 a.m. services at the Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church
and at the 11 a.m. services at
the Hazel United Methodist
Church on Sunday,July 19.
"The Dangers In -Contemporary Theology" with
scripture from II Corinthians 13:5 will be the sermon subject for the pastor.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. at Hazel and at 11 a.m.
at Mason's Chapel. The
UMYF will meet at 5 p.m. at
'Hazel.
GOOD SHEPHERD
METHODIST
The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, located
four miles southeast of Murray on Highway 121, will hold
revival services starting
Monday, July 20, through
Sunday, July 26, with the
Rev. Thomas Small as the
evangelist for the 7:30 p.m._
services.
A time will be announced
later for the fellowship supper to be held at the church

revival. Singers include the
Rev. Thomas Small, Marc
Schecter, Ronnie Poole,
Hilda Whitnekl, Tommy and
Doris Cothran, Dr. Irma Collifts, Linda Carter, Don
Robinson, the Wesley Foundation Choir of Murray, the
Martin's Chapel Choir, the
ioud Shepherd Choir, and

the Kings Sons.
Music for the sightly services will be provided by
Mrs Betty Poole, pianist,
and Mrs. Emma Knight,

organist
An invitation is -extended
to the public to attend- the
s e r vices, a
church
pokestrian said

Buy 2

Chippers
I for $399

THE
SUMMER
CLEARANCE
IS ON
SAVINGS UP TO

50%
Cgraham &Jackson
FOP

THE

PARTICULAR

MAN

am at
The Ladies 8. Miens Dent. in

With each Chipper
'Crisp french fries
•2 pieces of fish filet
utuhpeprin
e-sstyle
so
hp
•
h2us
*Creamy cole slaw
Good Fri., Sat.& Sun. July 17, 18, 19

Captain D9114
Dixieland cenlei

COLDWATER
BAPTIST • The Coldwater 'Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Jimmy Madding,
speak at the 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services on Sunday, July 19.
Special music at the morning hour will by the Shining
Light Quartet. The
children's choir will sing at
the -evening hour. Bobby
Manning is music director
with Zola Hunter as pianist
and Valerine Henderson as
organist. Sunday School with Larry
Ian Darnell as superintenlent will be at 9:45 a.m. Midweek prayer services will be
t 7 p.m. Wednesday.
KIMSEY UNITED
METHODIST
United
The Kirksey

579.95
Magnificent color at 17% savings! Features
automatic color
control, automatic fleshtone correction
and automatic color/
contrast tracking. Accurate digital quartz
-locked electronic
tuning—no mechanical parts. All-channel
keyboard tuning
never requires fine-tuning. LED
channel display #16-220

Man Sought In
Stabbing Will
Face Charges
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A man sought in the fatal
stabbing of a Michigan
salesman was picked up by
authorities
Michigan
Wednesday in Pikeville and
returned to face charges,
Kentucky State Police said.
Rodney Branham, 24,
formerly of Pike County,
Ky., was arrested Tuesday
after he tried to open an account at a Pikeville bank,
state police said.
Bank officials became
suspicious when he
presented traveler's checks
and the only identification he
Could produce was a
Michigan auto registration,
officials said.
The bank called state
police, who checked the
name on the travelers
checks and auto registration, Stanley J. Christie of
Grosse Pointe, Mich., and
found that Christie had been
stabbed to death in a
Michigan motel.
Branham was arrested
about 2:30 p.m. Tuesday,
waived extradition in a hearing before Pike County
Judge Richard Elswick, and
was lodged in the Pike County Jail,state police said.
Police said Christie's
automobile and a handgun
were in Branham's possession when he was arrested.
Michigan authorities said
Christie's body had been
found Sunday night at the
Red Roof Inn In Roseville,
Mich. ,
Christie, a gourmet food
salesman, was stabbed
several times in the chest,
officials said.
Roseville police arrived
Wednesday in Pikeville and
picked up Branham, state
police said.

•Diagonal Measure Simulated Reception
Simulated walnut finish Delivery not
Limited Warranty Two years picture
included
tube, one year parts 90-day in
-home labor

Listening freedom is yours with this
comfortable, lightweight
heaphone that goes with you anywhere.
Listen as loud es you
like through two wide-range 2/
1
4"speakers—without disturbing
others. Earcushions seal out noise.
Adjustable headband,
fingertip controls. #12-186
Battery extra

American Express, Visa and
masterCard At Most Stores

5-Band Equalizer Tailors
28%
Your Sound
By Realistic*

Walnut-Veneer 3-Way
Speaker --47% Off!
Optimuse-25 by Realistic

95

Save$70
95 Each

6
Rni.

•

Easy-to-Afford Audio Magic

yOLI can BAN Out the vocalist or certain instruments, compenSate for poor room acoustics, even reduce record scratches, tape
"hiss" and turntable rumble—it's like adding ten tone controls to
ydur system! For any stereo with a tape monitor. Boosts or cuts
response at bands centered at 60, 240, 1000, 3500 and 10,000 Hz.
*31-1987

1215 Each
Hurry—upgrade your hi-fi at super
savings! 10" woofer, acoustic:sill/I .
isolated midrange (River and 2W'
tweeter for smooth 45-20,000 Hz
response. Power capacity, 75 watts.
Genuine walnut veneer finish— not
plastic. 24x 14x 1 1'N.' 040-2027

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio litaek Store or Dealer Nearest You

SAMIERIYInv.••••IRPAIEY

WY AVAILABLE

DIVISION Of TANDY CORRORAT
pfmcES MAY VARY AS ItIOIVIOUM. STORES AND DEMI RS

•

NAIRSONdeiov-einn.4 fite• 111

„
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kinior Babe Ruth Tourney

Physicals Prepare CMS
For Upcoming Grid Season

Murray Wins Despite Rain
r

burg County and FranklinSimpson from being played
Wednesday and that game
will be rescheduled for
tonight at 6 p.m. Therefore,
the scheduled 6 p.m. game
between Warren County and
Caldwell County will move to
8 p.m. and five games will be
played on Saturday to make
The delays prevented the up for the alterations.
scheduled second game of
Saturday games will begin
the 14-15 Year-Old Babe
Ruth District III, Level 1 atlla.m.
Murray will play Todd
tourney between Muhlen-

Despite being plagued by
showers causing over two
hours of delay, Murray's
Junior Babe Ruth All Stars
managed to squeeze by a
tough Trigg County, 5-3, at
the Murray Middle School
field on Poplar and 8th
Streets.

County at 8 p.m. Friday
preceded by the Bowling
Green game against
Hopkinsville at 6 p.m.
In Wednesday's only game
Murray started with a bang
in the top of the second when
David McCuiston walked
and stole second and third.
• Tom Schwettman was hit
by a pitch and Rusty Wright
drove in McCuiston with a
sacrifice fly. Trigg County
didn't get on the board until

scoring Jon Mart Billington.
McCuiston gave the hosts the
go-ahead when he singled
and stole the next three
bases.
Pitcher Mark Boggess
retired Trigg County batters
in the bottom of the inning to
claim the win. Boggess went
the distance for Murray,fanning 12 while giving up only
two unearned runs. Downey,
McCuiston and Wade Smith
each had two hits to lead the
Murray hit parade.
Trigg County falls to the
loser's bracket where they'll
play the 11 a.m. game Saturday against the loser of
tonight's
Muhlenburg—FranklinSimpson matchup. Originally the schedule called for this
game at 8 p.m. Friday.

the bottom of the third when
Chris Thomas reached first
on an error and scored on a
double by Trev Tooke.
Murray squeezed out a run
in the fifth when Jeff
Downey scored on a
sacrifice fly by Schwettman.
Trigg County responded in
their half of the fifth with two
runs on a double by Darin
Stevens.
Murray rallied to tie the
score at three-all when
Downey recorded an RBI,

Entries
Accepted
At Oaks
Entries are still being accepted for the Oaks Country
Club Men's Invitational Golf
Tournament.
The two-day competition
begins Saturday and tee
times for both days are 8
a.m. and 1 p.m. Practice
rounds are scheduled for today and Friday.
Entry fee is $30 per player.
No field limit has been set.
Roy Cothran, pricipal of
Calloway County Middle
School, is the tournament
chairman. For entry information contact the Oaks'
clubhouse,753-6454.

Little League All Stars — Murray's All Star team will be hosting the district tournament at the new city park
beginning Friday a 6 p.m. when the hometowners take on Benton County. The winner will advance against
Clinton on Saturday. Murray All Stars are (front row from left) Shawn Kelly, Greg hdreijohn McMillen, Eric
Grogan, Chip Adkins, Chuck Baker,(second row from left) Tony Robinson, Mark Mier, Chris Padgett, Mike
Garland, Rodney Skinner, Alan Cothran, Ed Hendon and (not pictured) Jimmy Baker. Coaches are (back row
from left) Lindy Suiter, William Vance and manager Danny Garland.

Boa

player "dress from scratch"
By JIM RECTOR
to demonstrate the protecSports Editor
The standing joke used to tion provided each member
be if a player's heart was of the team.
beating he could play foot- The program is scheduled
ball. Warm bodies, and lots for 6 p.m. and refreshments
of 'em, brought a smile to will be served during the
any prep coach no matter social hour.
what kind of player they
turned out to be.
The norm has been
altered, however, as today,
all prep players are required
to have a physical examination before strapping on
Pads.
Wednesday at Calloway
County High School coach
Sam Harp had his 1981 prospects lined up and filed past
the watchful eye of Tommy
"Doc" Simmons, athletic
trainer at Murray State
University.
The physical was provided
free and was a requirement
for any Laker football prospect.
Tonight the second phase
of the Laker's 1981 preseason
grid plan goes into affect
when the CCHS coaching
staff conducts a "Parents
Get Acquainted Night." A
short program concerning
practice and season
schedules along with a talk
by MSU coach Ralph
Friedgen will be presented
to the public at the school's
cafeteria. Also; for the
benefit of .concerned
parents, Harp will have a

"We're using this as a
kickoff to our season to give
the parents a chance to meet
the coaching staff and learn
more about what we'll be doing during the year," Harp
said.
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LOOION' GOOD — Calloway County High School assistant football coach Joe
Stonecipher says things are looking up for the takers in 1981. Junior lineman
Chuck Storey could be one of the reasons as his height checks out over 6-feet
CCHS conducted its physical examinations Wednesday in preparation for practice which begins Monday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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McGinty Takes Oaks'Tri-State

St

The Oaks Country Club Jerlene Sullivan
86
r
Tri-State ladies golf tourna- Virginia Rogers
Faye Brundige
87
ment went off without a hit- Sandy Weintraub
sa
ch, Wednesday, with Sandy
FIRST FLIGHT
McGinty of Mayfield grabb- Betty Lowry
03
Mary Anderson
ing top medalist honors.
Veneta Sexton
The first seven places in Carol Farrington
each flight earned prizes and Nancy Ragland
DotSimmons
special awards were also Peggy Nrin
86
Male Volz
given.
87
Toone Winter
Oaks Country Club Barbra Day
87
Hill
Nita
member Peggy Noel record96
Arlene Meredith
ed the Most 8s, Julia Vowed Frances Hulse
89
91
Rainage
Dot
of Fulton turned in the
92
Inus Orr
fewest putts of the day (26, Sue Brown
94
95
Chris Walker from Paducah Toni Hopson
95
Fairs Alexander
won the door prize and Julia Helen Glover
100
Darnell, also from Paducah,
won the "Looked Up The
Most" Award.
The next women't tournament scheduled at the Oaks
• Club is the Betty Sheppard
.tatu-ney, a two-lady scramble set for Aug. 19.
The next Tri-State comBy JIM RECTOR
petition will be held Aug. 4 at
Sports Editor
Paducah's Rolling Hills
Bob Hope, world reknown
Country Club.
comedian and sometimes
golfer, once said, "If you
CliAMPIONSHIP FLIGHT
71 watch it, it's sport; if you
Sandy MN
74
Use RoM
75 play it, it's recreation; if you
Betty Vowel]
74 work at it — it's golf."
Ruby Bennett
7/
*Carolyn Caldwell
Golf, as anyone's who's
77
McLeary •
78 ever played the game knows,
Vicki Nance
81
Wanda Mullinal
is something that must be
Nary
rd
BTewer
Burlene
worked on, aiming for that
81
Virginia Janes
moment when
precise
.
•
Dean Canyer
Jane Ann Nallus everything jells and a
es
-16 perfect game is played.
Brown
However, the rare oc-

Doris Rose
Rita LaNeave
SECOND FLIGHT
Donna Lrogola •
Mary Tick
Shirley Morris
Mary Rose Greenberg
Joyce Stratton
Pam Mavity
Sue Culpepper
Aland& Hester
Diane Villanova
Sue Costello
Jimmie Montgomery
Mabel Rogers.
Dorothy Graves
Ada Roberts
Jennifer Crouse
Grace JaMeS
Margaret Barriger
Jeannie Morgan
Pauline Green
Toni Piercy
Janie Albritton
Margaret Shuffett

100
101
87

to

90
90
91
92
92
93
93
94
94
94
96
96
97
. 96
99
100
101
102
102
103

Joyce Wright
Peggy Noel

147

THIRD FLIGHT
Sue Wells
Denise Seltzer
Willa Locker
Cookie Johnson
Bt Hinton
Myoko Wheeler
Clara Peck
Marilyn Herndon
Mattie Cook
Lolly Edwards
Catherine Baker
awls Walker
Phyllis Esptein
Hazel Ray
Marilyn Hopson
Clemmie Bernstein
Elizabeth Slusmeyer
Suzanne Oakley
Pat Habacker
Lorene Rhear
Julia Damell

90
95
97
100
100
101
101
101
102
183
104
106
106
107
108
106
108
109
110
111
117

Oops! Howe Wins Medal Play
But Quertermous Gets Credit

••-

ird.

Storey's Ad In
Yesterday's Paper
Should Have Read:

curance is when everything
jells and more times than not
a whiff, muff, slice or just
plain botched shot results.
No golfer is exempt from
some type of mistake and the
same applies to golf writers.
The story in Wednesday's
edition of The Murray
Ledger & Times accidentally
had what could be termed a
quadruple bogey concerning
the Murray Country Club
tournament this past
weekend due to incorrect information supplied the
newspaper.
So who's perfect?
Especially when it comes to
golf?
As it turned out Johnny
Quertermous was credited
with winning the medal play
top honors with his identical
73s. E.L. (Red) Howe, Jr.,
medalist.
was the
deta seven-oversre
Howe cA
par, 151, in the men's
medalist play qualifying for
the first place banner. Quertmous, an early qualifier for
the club's match play tournament, did not compete in
last Weekend's play, making
him ineligible hx• the medal
competition.
Laity Robinson the tour-

9T111 ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION Aro

108

nament chairman, said today that pairings in the
match play tournament, in
chich Quertermous, a
former Murray State team
member, is seeded No. 1,
have been posted on the
clubhouse bulletinboard and
that play will start immediately.
The Murray Ledger &
Times sports staff regrets
and apologizes for the mixup.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received this home.delivered
copy of fle Norton lodger I lime; by
530 p m Monday-friday or by
3.30 p m Saturdays ore urged
to call /511111 between Slip.
eel I p.m Nsadet *sell fray. ts
311 p.m. eel 4 pie Weider
A circulation deportment employe' is on dutg,during tbese
time periods to inSure delivery
of your newspaper coils must
be placed by pffi. weekdays Of.
.4 pa. Saturdays to guarantee
deiverv
The regular business office
hours of Tie Nem,lodest fliesare I est b S pa.. MondffY
through Friolipappid I se ow
Saturdays.
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Wells Purdom Jr. has been in the same location and selling and servicing
Cadillacs, Oldsmobiles and Pontiacs for 19 years and is very grateful to
his fine staff and many fine customers who have made it possible.
help us celebrate our 19th Anniversary we are offering these specials:
Sudo Prise

,.$a Ife
.

$5,274.85
..127liontlac T-1000 Coupe
$7,492.00
0419ipouttlac P111001111X Coupe
$7,525.00
1311-A Oldsmobile Omega 4 Door
$6,410.64
144 Oldsmobile Omega 2Door
c-ii• Cadillac Sedan DevineiDiesel $13,891.64
In Addition To These Specials:
All MI Size Cars
ladediag Csrtlass soled
Oran Prix Wills.
Roducod

All X Body Cars
(Phumma: Omega)
Will Bo Roduscod

7%

10%

Note: Most of our Oldsmobiles in stock will have the Olds popular option package
giving you 525.00 in options for 225.00 This $3111.11 Savings is in addition to our
discounts.

New' I
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15.99% APR Financing available to qualified customers for 48 months on any)
new car we sell.
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Olds-Fordiae-Cadillas
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Boomer Reveals Frosh Lesson

Recruits Earn Early Attention
Frank Beamer vividly
remembers his debut as a
170-pound freshman in pre'season football camp at
Virginia Tech.
"You find out real quick
that everyone playing footWl at the college level is
pretty darn good," said
Beamer.
"We had a contact drill
where the backs had to run
against the linemen and I
remember the first time I
got hit. I knew right away
there was a major difference
between college and high
school football."
Beamer will debut this fall
as head football coach at
Murray State and he's anxious to focus his attention on
a promising recruiting class
that will be among nearly 120
candidates reporting Aug. 11
for pre-season drills at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
"We recruited hard and
we're satisfied with the
results," said Beamer.
"We're counting on some of
our recruits to fill back-up
roles an there are others who
will have the opportunity to
start."
Beamer indicated he will
take a "real close look" at
his new supply of talent with
19 lettermen missing from

in the defensive line and
"Our linemen,for the most
secondary."
part, have good size and can
Of the 18 scholarship run well. We felt it was imfreshmen reporting next portant to recruit bigger peo•
month, eight are linemen pie, but it was more imporand each measures 6-foot-3 tant to our philosophy to add
people who can run. We
or better.
last year's 9-2-0 team that believe we've found several
was runner-up in the Ohio prospects that satisfy both
needs."
Valley Conference.
Scott Wilson, a 6-3, 225"We do have some obvious
pound
all-state defensive
personnel needs," said
from Shelby County
lineman
Beamer, "and particularly
(Ky.) High School, rates
high on the list of newcomers
in the Racer defensive front.
Beamer also like the
potential of Mike Stampfii, a
6-5, 235-pound defensive
tackle from Evansville,Ind.,
"I've asked them to get and David Jackson, S 6-3,
back to serious bargaining. 215-pound defensive lineman
They have done that, and from Marion,Ind.
Along the offensive front,
I:m pleased. The collective
will chart the proBeamer
bargaining system is working:,
gress of newcomers like
Later in Washington, David Myers, a 6-3, 215Donovan said further, pound all-state tight end
"Thersis some room for op- from Louisville and Todd
/
2, 227-pound
timism" about the chances Johnson, a 6-41
of ending the first mid- all-state tackle from Fortseason strike in baseball vile, Ind. Other offensive
line newcomers include Jim
history.

Baseball Negotiations
Given Government Push
NEW YORK -fiti4 — The
Secretary of Labor gave the
baseball talks a shove — a
good one,he thinks.
"I think the country should
be encouraged," Labor
Raymond
Secretary
Donovan said Wednesday
after his dramatic visit here
from Washington. "What I
can tell you is we're excited
about the fact they're back
talking ii a serious way.

PACK-UP ALL YOUR
CARES AND WOES

Save $307
on a
Lowrey
to go!

New' Lowrey Wandering
Genie. with optional
accessories, Portable
stand custom travel case.
cigarette lighter converter
and deluxe headphones
Perfect tor any sae room,
patio. cottage, van, boat
great for beech pubes,

Wtiat a day for a
parade!
Allover America
everybody's turning out
for music and fun that
go together liker
.hotdogs'n'lemonade,.
Turn off youYTV,radiO,Ittereo • turn out
and join the march to
the LIVE entertainment
of a Lowrey Organ.
And turn some of the
lowest prices under the
sun into a star-spangled
savings on the new
Lowrey Wandering
Genie
Music big as life. Ilia
size to play where-VOU--play.
Home or away.
On land or sea.
Go with a Lowrey
Organ and you'll never
have to run with
Summer re-runs again.
Lowrey advanced
electronics make it all - possible with 52-keys.

'
LOWEY
•
GETS AMERICA PLAYING

latest special effecis. illuminated controls and
built-in memory in a
solid state, selfcontained portable
organ. With optional
power convertei. you
can.even plug into a
cigarette lighter. Two
built-in high efficiency
speakers provide big.
full sound. Or Play in
private with
headphones.
The fast iteppin'
Lowrey band with
guitar, piano, trombone.
banjo and an exciting
parade of instruments
will have you playing
rock, disco,country.
gOSpet-=all your
favorites—with the fire
step. Do yourself proud
even if you never mademusic before!
Turning dial on the
. ••
ordinary.
Turn outior the life
of LOwrey.
4-1414iumevaryday
into the 4th of July!

SALE $888

Mr*
STAR SPANGLED RAVINGS
ON(Ill(ER NEW LOWREY ORGANS!

CONItAD'S
111 TIE PASIKAN MALL.443.453

Waller, a 6-3, 235-pound
tackle from Lexington, Ronnie Hall, a 64, 225-pound
center from Louisville and
Jeff Burnette, a 6-3, 250pound tackle from Fulton.
Beamer has also stocked
his offensive backfield with a
fresh supply of runners with
explosive speed.
"Our backs are not real
large," noted Beamer, "but
they can really scott down
the field."
Marcus Moss, a 5-10, 170pound standout from
Mayfield, was considered
the premier runningback in
Kentucky last season as he
rushed for 1,607 yards and 24
touchdowns. A two-time allstate performer, he accounted for 4,343 yards and
61 touchdowns in helping
Mayfield to a combined 32-4
record over three years.
The highly recruited Moss
was listed in several national
publications as one of the top
50 high school players in the
nation.
teammate
Mayfield
Charles Parrott is another
versatile backfield standout
joining the Racer roster.
Parrott rushed for 1,600
yards over two years, including 849 with 11
touchdowns as a senior. Parrott also excelled in basketball and earned third-team
all-state in both sports. '
Jimmy Leake, a 190-pound
runningback from Tiptonvile, Tenn., brings impressive credentials from
Lake County High School.
Leake ran for 3,281 yards
and 49 touchdowns his two
years as a starter. The allstater amassed 1,644 yards
as a senior and also picked
off 10 interceptions as a
regular in the defensive
secondary.
The list of backfield
newcomers also includes Ft.
Campbell's Darrell Stewart,
who earned all-state honors
as a senior. Stewart accounted for 2,351 yards over
two years and scored an impressive 267 points. Also an
outstanding placekicker,
Stewart ranked as one of the
top five point producers in
Kentucky last season.
Beamer also landed a
sizeable quarterback in 6Mark
51
/
2, 205-pound
McBride of Pensacola, Fla.
McBride, who can also
operate in the defensive
secondary, was a three-sport
letterman in high school.
Bucky Autrey, a 5-11, 175pound wide receiver from Indianapolis, Ind.; turned
down a professional baseball
contract to pursue his education and football career at
MSU. Autrey was credited
with 105 receptions over his
three-year career at Ben
Davis High, including 41 for

740 yards his senior season.
Beamer signed two
linebacker candidates in
Woody Clark of Indianapolis
and Alfonso Mather of Memphis, Tenn. The 190-pound
Clark has good speed and
earned all-city and all-state
mention his senior year.
Mather served as defensive captain at Mitchell High
and earned all-metro honors
in helping his team to a combined 17-4 record. The 5-10,
190-pounder is characterized
as an aggressive hard-hitter
with excellent potential.
New faces in the secondary will include Allan Arrington, a 5-10, 1711pound cornerback from DeMathe High
School in Hyattsville, Md.,
and Tim Shaw, a 6-1, 185pound product of Memphis
Mitchell High School.
Arrington earned allmetro and all-prep honors in
the Washington, D.C., area
and helped his team to a
combined 27-4 record. Shaw
was a three-year letterman
at linebacker, safety and
tight end for Mitchell and
also had a perfect record as
a long snapper on
placements.
In addition to his scholarship freshmen, Beamer expects approximately 20
walk-on candidates when fall
camp opens.
The first-year Racer head
coach is also in the process
of arranging a five-game
junior varsity schedule for
1981 and has already secured
home and away dates with
the Vanderbilt junior varsity.
"It's important to expose
everyone on the roster to
game competition," said
Beamer. "We want our
freshmen to understand that
we try to have some fun in
the program. But they
should also know that it's
down to serious business at
the college level."

Two members of the Murray State track and field
team coped high honors in
the July 9-12 Central
American and •Carribean
Games held in Santo Domingo.
Alfred Brown turned in his
personal best mark with a
third place, 46.68 timing, in
the 400 meter run while
- representing Antigua.
Brown's medal was the firstever for Antigua.
Elvis Ford, representing
'Barbados, finished second
on the WOO relay team.
Brown,a senior, and Ford, a
junior, qualified for the second leg of the World Cup
Championships to be held in
Venezuela, Aug. 15.
The top three places in the
second leg events advance to
Um World Cup Games in
Rome,Sept. 4-5.

Kenneth Conner, 10, a
junior defensive tackle for
the Murray State Racers
died after collapsing during
a basketball game in his
hometown of Montgomery,
Wednesday. Forth!'
' details were not known at
prehs time.
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Friday

Runner's Day,

20-40%

Day No. 6 of'our Anniversary Celebration includes all running shorts, tops, suits and shoes (Nike, Brooks, New
Balance, Adidas, Converse.)
Five Winners Will Be Chosen For $20.00 Gift Certificates!

July 16, 17& 18

AMOCO Car Wash
1102 Chestnut Street
(Formerly,Astro Car Wash)

Car Wash With Rll-Up
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Faints with severe anemia
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB —1
need some information en
low blood count. My doctor
gave me four pints of blood
at the hospital. He had every
X-ray in the world taken and
'can't find what caused it to
liappen. Have you any idea
what is happening that causes my blood to disappear? I
take iron pills, two a day.
The doctor couldn't find any
leakage.
. I feel weak and am short
of breath when this happens.
'The last time I fell over
backwards and didn't even
Oknow I was falling. What can
do besides take iron pills?
DEAR READER — You
smust have had a very severe
anemia to require transfusiions. Mild anemias may not
:cause any symptoms but the
more severe forms do cause
a person to be weak and
tired.
That is because there is
not enough oxygen being
carried by your blood to
your cells. The oxygen is

essential to metabolize food
and release energy from
food for your body. The
shortness of breath was an
indication that your body
'seeded oxygen and your circulation could not supply the
need.
Your doctor has a pretty
good idea from his tests
whether your anemia was
caused from bleeding or not.
He may also be able to tell if
your bone marrow is producing enough red blood
cells or if you are just low on
iron.
A
normal, healthy
person's body may produce
three million new red blood
cells a second. These replace
the ones that are destroyed.
A normal red blood cell only
lives about 120 days.
In some medical conditions the red blood cells are
easily destroyed or have a
short life span. This condition, loss of blood and
decreased production of red
blood cells are the three gen-

eral mechanisms involved in
anemias discussed in The
Health Letter number 4-3,
Understanding the Anemias,
that I am sending you. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
,
Faintness can be a complication of severe anemias
and may explain your falling. Your treatment will
depend go what caused your
anemia. Iron replacement is
often necessary if you actually lose blood. Provided
there is no further blood
loss, the normal body will
then gradually regegerate a
normal amount of cells.
DEAR DR. LAMB — You
say heart attacks are a disease of this century. My contention is that similar diseases carried different

names in different eras. My
father practiced medicine
the first 45 years of this century and I have a recollection back to the early part of
this century. I remember
well bow shaken my father
was when a neighbor suddenly developed severe pain
and died very suddenly from
"acute indigestion." These
conditions occurred rather
frequently.
DEAR READER — The
first diagnosis of a heart
attack in a living subject
was in 1908 in
True, heart attacks did
occur and were not diagnosed as such. For example,
a Chinese woman found in
an ancient tomb was found
to have had heart disease.
The question you have
raised about failure to recognize heart attacks has
been considered by experts
and the general agreement
is that while such cases
undoubtedly did occur, they
were uncommon compared
to the high rate of heart disease today. Hence we consider the epidemic of heart
disease today as a disease of
this century.
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Another Dentist Can Cap
False-Teeth Quarrel'

19 Po
200

.-DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are having a big fight with
her dentist. My wife is getting a full set of dentures. All her
life she was ashamed of her teeth because they were
yellowish, and now she wants snow-white teeth, but her.
dentist won't give them to htv.-He says snow-while--teeth
look unnatural. Abby,she doesn't care;she says movie stars
have snow-white teeth and they look 'beautiful, and she
wants beautiful white teeth too.
Meanwhile her dentist keeps telling her that his job is to
give her teeth that will look natural, and if she suddenly
comes out with snow-white teeth, people will know the teeth
are dentures and they'll think her dentist did a poor job. We
are deadlocked. Should a dentist give a patient what she
wants or what he thinks she ought to have?
We live in Maine, but if we have to go to California to get
what we want, we will go there. And I wouldn't begrudge the
cost, either. Help us.
UNHAPPY SENIOR CITIZENS

21 La
to
22 Flo
23C
ce
21 Si

Reynolds Wrap

60

Aluminum Foil

Aqua Fresh

• 27 Pi
- -28
o
to0

25 sq.

Toothpaste
Ponds Cream &

Instant
coupon

Cocoa Butter

Standard Roll

Taking You
,Back To Schoo

4 6 oz

31 tel
34 IA
351
36 R
37 kJ

9
38 0

on bottle

8 oz

39 F

Skin Softening Lotion

40 41 L
42 P
43

EANSER

Mead

Envelopes
Noxzema

DEAR UNHAPPY: The dentist discharged his
professional obligation when he told your wife that
the kind of teeth she wants will look unnatural.
Having said this,and being overruled, he should give
her what she wants. If he refuses,there are plenty of
other dentists in Maine.

6 3/4"

45c
47 C

Package of 100

Skirt Cream

4.'
-

111
21

•*•

DEAR ABBY: A young woman who attends our church
brirtgs a large bag containing some kind of needlework,and
all during the church service she either knits, crochets or
does needlepoint.
I find this very distracting, and from the looks cast her
way from others sitting near her, they too are annoyed.
I don't have the nerve to say something to her, and
apparently neither has anyone else. She sits toward the
back, so the minister can't see what she's doing. It's
irritating to see her knitting away during the sermon.
Maybe if you mention it in your column, she'll stop.
DISGUSTED IN YAKIMA, WASH.

Q-Tips

Mead

Cotton Swabs

Theme Book

Cold Can
Drink Holder

70 Pages
300 Swabs

For quick-setting, lasting

Keeps &lnks cold

99'

Kindness Hairsetter

Pocket
Portfolio

DEAR DISGUSTED: Here's the needle. I hope she
gets the point.

Dift

.Off!

Mead

CU4111

964,

Towelettes
10 Towels
Insect Repellent

Desitin

•• •

994,
Ointment

DEAR ABBY: Please say something in your column about
mothers who treat children who are not twins like they are
twins.
A relative of mine has two daughters,6 and 4. She Orem**
them exactly alike, combs their hair the same way and buys
them identical toys.(She says, "If everything is identical,
one can't be jealous of the other.")
That's not all. The 6-year-old can't go anywhere unless
she takes her little sister. And if the big one has a playmate
her own age over, the mother shoves the younger one off on
both of them.
Both girls are constantly upset because they are expected
always to be together, play together and stay together.That
mother doesn't realize that their interests as well ,as their
capabilities are not the same.
I tried to tell her that I thought she should start treating
each child as an individual and drop the twin bit, and she
nearly took my head off. If you agree with me, Abby, print
this letter so she will -see how wrong she is.
AUNTIE

2 1/4 oz. Tube
For diaper rash

10 x 17
With 3 prong clips

Construction
Paper

Hibachi Grill
Paper Pal

48 Sheets of paper
Assorted Colors

on metal stand
Utensils included

Compare
& Save

Crayold
CRAYONS

DEAR AUNTIE: I'm with you, and I hope your
relative reconsiders and takes your advice.

Sudafed Plus

• ••

Syrup

an.,
••••1
•

Buffered
Aspirin

Crayola
markers

Nes* Decongestant

CONFIDENTIAL TO "WANTS YOUR OPINION IN
EUGENE": If you have to explain what your poem
meant, then you haven't written a very good one.

Bufferin

99

100 Tablets

Boa of 8

•• *

1
99

Photo
Processing

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Bend $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (35 cents)envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

Proceseing & Mounting
20 Exposure

Processing Er Mounting
303 Exposure

Super
5„ Sou 347,
and

T*SLITS

You
Save

149

2
57
Awe=
—1

Elmer's
School Glue

II

Herbal
Shampoo_

94

Clairol
Begley's
Susan Leigh
16 oz

Color movie Film
Processing/Rest

.

With Coupon
E mires keg. 31, 1111

\911

Gayest
,

With Coupon
Expires Aug. 31, 1981

Color Slide Film

•••••••••

All Begley's
products are tufty
guaranteed

8 as.

ST,

Fine wines from Loin.
Vineyard and Winery of Fulton
Mode in Kentucky by Kentuckians
for Kentuckers using traditional
methods. Choose Delta White (a
semi-sweet typa), Chablis. Burgundy,
Mord Pont ar Vir

.27

Crayola
White Paste

Color Slide Film

Now...add Lane
to your
wine list
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Consensus Is Firefighters Union Will Go On Strike In Louisville
tions at the city's 21 ding to Maj. David Wright, a
negotiating session that things have reached an im- firemen's strike would be in shee.
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By DENISE FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky. I AP) —
The consensus seems to be
that Louisville's 581-member
firefighters union will go on
strike in the wake of a
breakdown of contract
negotiations. But no one
seems to know when a strike
might begin.
Firemen continued work
without a contract Wednesday, while negotiators for
Professional
Louisville
Firefighters Local 345 met
with off-duty firemen to explain the situation. Another
meeting is scheduled today
for firemen who were on duty Wednesday.
Local 345 vice president
Ron Matlock said the
meetings were called to "explain to our members how

Chances Are Good For
Nice Wedding Weather

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE
CORPORATION
will hold its
annual meeting
Saturday evening
July 18, 7:00 PM
at the

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

• MAYFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

Reports Abound On
MX Missie Plans

Election of trustees will take place during
the business meeting.

Several gift certificates and extension
telephone service free for one year will be
awarded at the close of the business
session. Prizes for children will be awarded.

m

Refreshments will be served.
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All members are urged to attend this annual members meeting.
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Good July Through August

Get Your

We will deadwood or remove
dead, diseased, or unwanted
trees at Discount Prices
A 10% discount will be
given on all new bids!
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This Week At The Fair

•

•
HURRY, HURRY, HURRY — More fun is to be enjoyed at
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair. Fair enthusiasts
only have until Saturday to take part in all the events.
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Bookstore Permit Requested To Get Feelings of Community
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) —
An applicant for a permit to
open an adult bookstore in
Somerset said he made the
request only to determine
community feelings on the
matter.
Larry Roberts, who applied for the adult bookstore
permit, told the Somerset City Council on Monday that he
has really been opposed to

opening the store from the
beginning.
He made the remark at a
public hearing attended by
some 350 opponents of the
bookstore, including some
persons who identified
themselves as members of
Citizens for Decency through
Law.
Roberts said he had hoped
his request would trigger a

community campaign to
eliminate what he called
"the rampant sale of Pornographic materials."
Somerset now has no city
ordinance prohibiting adult
bookstores.
"Open your eyes ... only
you can do it," Roberts said.
Roberts had earlier applied for an adult bookstore
license with Somerset City

FOR WOMEN
Regular $20.00 to $111.00
•Iterneier•*Algae,
•Netwellzer ells Stride
•Feetworks •Selby

FOR CHILDREN
BUSTER BROWN

SANDALS

Reg.$14.00to $24.00

Reg.$11.00 to $1S.00

.25"ths9w

Clerk Clarence Love and
Police Chief Vertrees Jones,
he said. They apparently
suggested that he take his request to the citycouncil.
After Roberts applied with
the city council, a group called Citizens for Decency
through Law sent letters to'
approximately 150 churches
in the county.
The letters asked those
who objected to the
bookstore to sign petitions,
according to reports.
Some 3,500 signatures appeared on petitions
presented at the hearing, officials said.
Somerset City Attorney
John T. Mandt said that a
state statute prohibits the
sale of pornography
anywhere in Kentucky
"regardless of what the city
council does."
"Why isn't it being enforced?" asked Duke Memorial
Church pastor Roy Alexander.

Councilman
Merrell
Henderson said the group's
response to the issue would
help the council determine if
an adult bookstore is below
the moral standards of the
community.
"We don't want to start a
witch hunt," said Henderson."But if people will make
the proper legal complaints,
we will be happy to have the
police enforce whatever is
legal."
Both A.A. Farris, pastor of
the Somerset Nazarene
Church,and Councilman Bill
Clark, said that Roberts had
told them before the hearing
that he had not really wanted
an adult bookstore in town.

MEM
DAYS

THE
SUMMER
CLEARANCE
IS ON
SAVINGS UP TO
50%

30% Off
HANDBAGS
ALL SANDALS

Qraham &Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR
0I11

OftRe&
30%

MAN

The Ladies & Mens Deot. in

Al regular priced
menu items
Va price for children
under 12 when
accompanied
by an adult
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades

Bel Air Shopping Center
111 \ Ic1,111(1 (..t.'1 1 I

Advance Tickets For Kingsmen
Gospel Singers At Jones Landscaping, N. 12th St. And
Clayton's Home Entertainment
Center S. 12th St.
$3.00 For Adults
& $1.00 For Children
Tickets At The Show Ring Will Be
$4.00 It $1.00 For Children

Also Appeerleg Then.
The now Rogow:

PROGRAM Of EVENTS

,
mrowitteeseekelaNtielitelltall.1111111111111

Thursday, July 16, 1981
100 p.m.—Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m.-4-H FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m.—Demo Derby

4

Friday, July 17, 1981
7:00 p.m.—Horse Show

t

Saturday, July 18, 1981
io:oo a.m.—Form Bureau Day
.4:00 p.m.—Pony Pull
7:30 p.m.—Gospel Music Show
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DADS;

NIAO,MoittPlaw
2. Notice

2. Nitice
A

FARMERS
Growers liquid fertilizer solutions
and Agroplus can
increase
your
profit per acre.
See:
Rick Smith
527-3964
Draffinville, Kentucky
Forrest Burchard
674-5850
Melber, Kentucky
See us at Murray
Calloway County
Fair Booth No. 7.
Come by and
register. We will
draw five names
and give away five
lockets and hats.
V

lost dependable farm
and truck tire service
753 8 5 0 0
Coll
Economy Tire & See,

FOR SALE
Porch Swing on stand.
$35.00 in good condition. 489-2711.

vice

GOLD Ft
SILVER
PAWN SHOP
Olympic
Shopping Cantor
Open Cam,to!p.m.
753-7113
•

Will the party-that took the
coaster wagon from 1712
Miller Ave please return it
d%rd%r••0"
Duty
4-Heavy
Lifetime Shocks
Installed
Now
!Only $49 00
ECONOMY TIRE
& SERVICE
753 8500
%
.

re'Ve•ie•NeWt.

SPICIAL
S.•
• •f ..y
esters Nat mem Sr
wio• espy
Ma ad.

Venoms'is
%Ilosterue
II...
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to p.m.
753-7113

Lost Boxer Puppy. 9th and
Fairlane Call Linda Cochran
Dance Studio 753-4647
Reward
Lost Brown billfold belonging to Frank Julian. in
vicinity of Murray High
tennis courts Call 7626831
Complete Engine
Tune Up 4-6-8 Cyl
Now $35.00
ECONOMY TIRE
•
Et SERVICE
753-8500
viki4

10 People needed
telephone solicitor,
experienced preferred. 3.35 per hour plus
bonus. Also 10
people needed for
light C.O.D. delivery,
must have dependable car and neat
appearance. Apply at
Holiday Inn, Room
160, Friday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. No
phone callupkase.

3. Card of Thanks
_Many sincere thanks to
relatives and friends of Joe
for their kind deeds.
thoughts, prayers, food,
beautiful flowers and for
their help Offered in any
way. Many thanks to Max
Church!' Funeral Home for
such gracious service.
Thanks so much to Brother
John Dale for, his kind
words of comfort. Also,
thanks to the members of
the 105 Masonic Lodge.
pallbeares. for gently carrying Joe to his final resting
place. God bless all of you.
The Walker Family

MURRAY BOARD
OF EDUCATION
The Murray Board of Education is
now accepting applications for
school bus drivers.. Applications
may be picked up at the Board Office Building at Ninth and Poplar
Streets, Murray, Ky., from 8:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
PROCESS
EQUIPMENT
BUILDERS, INC.

DESIGNER/DRAFTSMAN
2-3 years experience in fabricated
steel/presentation drawings preferred.
Students need not apply
Resume' required
Excellent pay and benefits
PER
P.O. Box 7506,
Paducah, KY 42001 or call
502/554-0680
YM MR e.0415TEAr., FROM
CA THERE, ANO CONIRANY TO
5P_E rrAR cLATTER

23. Eiterminatint

Grandparents looking for
good clean used crib Call
753-8289
Need cash' Will buy white
oak veneer Highest prices
ever Direct buyer. Call
527-.1630.
Portable color TV 7594845
Used set of golf clubs. Call
492-8386

6. Help Wanted
Cook wanted, must be
experienced. Apply in
person between 1 p m and
230 p.m. Bently's Restaurant, Court Square, Murray.
Experienced - Salesperson.
with creative ability, for
full-time employment
Apply in person to Pier 1
Imports. Bel-Air Shopping
Center, Wed_ and Fri., 2-6
p.m.
HOMEMAKERSIll Earn extra cashl Work your own
hours. MERRI-MAC needs
several dealers in your area
to offer our line of toys,
gifts and home decor items
on the party plan High
commission No investment, delivering or collecting. Car and phone needed.
Call toll free; 1-800-5539077 or write MERRI-MAC,
801 Jackson St.. Dubuque,
Iowa 52001.
lobs Overseas-Big money
fast $20,000 to $50,000
plus per year. Call 1-716842-6000 Ext. 1705
Need office Nurse. Send
resume to Box 1040-E.
Murray..
Part time medical office
assistant needed. Must
- have excellent typing skills.
Send resume to P 0. Box
1040-D. Murray, KY.
Telephone Sales, Health
Industry_ $3.00 per hour. 5
days, 8 to 5. Acten
Personnel. 756-6532.

/. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted

Wanted Signs to paint;
reasonable rates. For more
information, call 437-4983.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.
Would like to mow lawns
Call 753-7680
-Would like job housecleaning. Dependable and
honest. Have references.
759-1255.

10. Business
Opportunity
.$350 weekly, stuffing
envelopes. No gimtcks. for
nformation, send self
addressed, stamped enveloped to Bob, Seward
Rd., Stoneburn, Mass.
02180.

11. Instructions
Guitar lessons at home Call
Anisa
Mahfoud
at
753-3686

12. Insurance

Electric mobile sign, 4x6
ft 2 boxes of letters,
flashing arrow 5 months
old, excellent condition,
$750 Call 759-1465
For sale, freezer, 16 cubic
ft., in mint condition. Fill
your freezer and save on
grocery bill. Hotpoint. Also.
Magnavox color TV, like
new. 753-2999. office
753-1357
Hide-a-bed, green vinyl with
matching chair; 3 white
slack uniforms, $15.00,
size ;16, good condition.
759-1894.
Oregon cham saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99. or 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Restaurant equipment for
sale. Call 753-3913.
Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral.
$6.99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
Carrat diamond ring, by
sealed bids to "Trustees of
Memorial Baptist Church."
Bids to open August 1,
1981. Call 753-3182 for appointment to see ring. We
reserve rights to reject any
and al1bids.

16. Home
Furnishings

29. Heating-Cooling

INSUFtANC CO.

JIM FAIN
AGENT
514 So. NA St
Elhayery, K y 42E71
• as WIZ 7534111X1
• Ass 11112171134M
HEALTH,NOME

14. Want To Buy
Good used chest type deep
freeze. Call 436-2438.

10 ft. Hussmon freezer,
open with full mirror in
back. Nice, runs perfect.
$400. 436-2506.
2 Antique Oak showcases
Full glass, sliding doors,
good condition
$500
436-2506
Camera, Nikon FM. Brand
new, zoom lens and access.
included. 759-4945.
FOR SALE
Truck load of used office
furniture. Desk, chairs,
filing cabinets and safes.
Ross & Sons Salvage,
Martin, TN 38237, Phone
1901)587-2420.
Firewood, $25 a rick.
Delivered. Call 436-2744.
For sale: 5 h.p. air
compressor. 753-1904. Dill
Electric.
For sale: Shop aircompressor, 10 hp, gas
motor, $275. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape, $275.
Call 753-8127.
Four wooden columns, 7 ft.
tall. Call 753-8378.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (Irvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Three Victor automatic
calculators, 9 key, roll
print. 753-4953, 759-4005.

Antique trunk, wood table 26. TV-Radio
and four chairs, air- For Sale, General Electric
conditioner. After 5, 753- black and white TV console
8615.
Phone 753-4537
Couch, in good condition, Panasonic AM-FM stereo,
Frigedaire washer/dryer, 2 with an 8-track tape
matching lamps, one end recorder, Panasonic casstable, one coffee table, ette tape deck recorder.
Christmas decorations. Call 753-0037
753-1338.
Sansui stereo receiver R-30.
For sale. 6 piece living room Sharp stereo cassette deck
suite, wooden frame with RT-10, 5-band stereo
reversible cushions. Call frequency equalizer, Realdays, 753-6654; after 5:30, istic APM 200 peak audio
753-1701.
power meter, set of Hitachi
For sale: Refrigerator and 3100 speakers and stand
753-9880.
air-conditioner. 753-3648.
27.
Mobile Homes
Good used portable dishwasher, coppertone. Call
For Sale
753-7684.
12x60 Three Bdrm. trailer,
18. Sewing
with a nice 40x30 2 base
Machines shop with air compressor.
Also, storage building on a
Like new Singer sewing very
large lot. Less than 3
beautiful
machine,
miles
from Murray. 492mahogany desk top cabinet.
8304 or 753-3008.
Call 753-4589.
12x60 ft. 1971 2 Bedroom,
19. Farm
central heat and air,
Equipment underpinned, tied down.
Red Belly Ford tractor. Call $5600, call 498-8716
anytime.
759-1187 after 5 p.m.
For sale, 12x50 2 bdrm
,20. Sports
_
mobile home Call 753Equipment 8300
The Pistol People: Invest in Gerden Energy house
a feeling of security, largest trailer, 14x70'. Stove,
variety, lowest priced no refrigerator, carpet, 3 ton
registration or red tape in central air unit. Owner is
Kentucky. Country Boy moving: shown by appointStore, 9 miles west of ment only. $10,500. 437Hopkinsville junction KY 4965.
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
28. Mobile Homes
12-7,,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
SHEET
MUSIC
ALL THE LATEST HITS
AS WELL AS GOLDEN
OLDIES.
Open daily SI 700
p.m

CLAYTONS
753-7375

28. Mob. Horne Rents 34. Houses For Rent 41.Pubic Sale
Three bedroom trailer,
nicely firnished, front
porch, place for chickens
and hogs. $60 a month.
East of Almo. 753-6791

15. Articles Fat Sale 24. Miscellaneous

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
A largo and varied
mortm•nt
of
cameras. Poloroid, Instarnatic etc. Starting
at $9.96

14. Want To Buy

For Rent

10x55 2 bdrm. mobile
home. All electric, on
private lot. Call Ben Nix,
753-3785.
12x 60 2 Bdrm. New
furniture, new carpet, ac.,
natural gas, cable vision
May be seen at Shady Oaks.
12x 653 bdrm. Pi bath
with gas heat. Cable TV,
water, trash pickup, furnished. Coleman Real
Estate. 753-9898.
2 and 3 Bedroom Trailers,
Moody's Mobile Home Park
Each $160 per month. Call
753-8411.
Completely furnished 2
/
2
bdrm mobile home 21
miles east of town. $110
per month, deposit. Coleman Real Estate. 753-9898.
Double wide 24x60, 3
bdrm., 2 bath, spacious
living and dining area. Gas
appliances. New Concord
area. 436-2676.
Nice 2 Bedroom mobile
home, furnished, airconditioned, small. Well
kept court. Adult or single.
895.00 month. 753-8216
after 4.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.

Air conditioner. 8000 BTU.
2 years old, Sears Call
753:1261
We repair and clean
air-conditioners. We also
buy used air-conditioners
Dill's Electric, 753-9104.

30. Business Rental
Mud
Minas's.
Storer Spate
For Rest
753-475$

31. Want To Rent
A small Winnebago that
sleeps 5 to 10 people, from
August 7th thru 19th.
759-4685, ask for John
Braswell.

32. Apts. For Rent
2 Bdrm. Apt. for rent;
range, oven, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposer,
washer and dryer hookup;
air, carpet, no pets. One
year lease and $225.00
deposit required; $225 per
month. Phone 753-2622 or
753-3865.
2 Bdrm. apart. furnished or
unf urn. New carpet Adults,
no pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208 at.
4 p.m.

Three Bdrm house, 204 N.
12th Call Robert Hopkins
753-5833

37. Livestock Supplies
Two purebreed Jersey
heifers, 16 months. Two
Jersey bottle calves Call
753-2418.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Pomeranians, 6 wk old
puppies. Excellent blood
lines, beautiful color. Stud
service- Pomeranians,
Yorkshires, Shih-tzu, and
Schnauzers. 901-247-5194.
Dog obedience classes are
fun jor you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of
knowing how your dog
really communicates. 4362858.
For Sale: (Fawn) Great Dane
pups, 8 weeks old. 3288079. 3 pups lett.

40. Produce
Apples-cooking and drying;
white Heath peaches. Call
489-2467 to reserve order.
Peaches, $10 • bushel.
436-5427.
Sweet corn. Also, for sale,
12x44
mobile home,
$4500. Will finance. Call
753-8848 before 9 p.m.
Sweet corn. You pick- 75 a
dozen. Picked-$1.25. Call
435-4489.

41. Public Sale
GARAGE
SALE

2 Bedroom Duplex, 900
Bagwell Ext, Call 753-8411.
verything reduced.
2 Bedroom Apartment,
verything must go.
close to shopping center.
ome
and
see.
No pets. Deposit required.
ocated in Kirksey on
Call 753-7809.
ighway 299; Starts
Furnished Garage apartt 7:30 a.m. Saturday
ment near MSU. Rent
sts all day.
reasonable. Call after 5
p.m., 1-527-3531 or 1-5274 Family garage and moving
1912.
sale.
Friday and Saturday,
Furnished, extra nice large
July 17 and 18th, 8 a.m. til
3 room "apartment near
corner of 16th
hospital. University couple 5 p.m. On
St. and Kirkwood.
or graduate student
preferred. Heat, water 4 Party yard sale, Friday
furnished. No pets, chil- and Saturday, 8 a.m.-5
dren. Private, quiet. 753- p.m., 100 Williams Ave. Will
sell 14 ft. Jon boat, 10 h.p.
1299 or 753-3913.
Evinrude motor, trolling
Garage apartment for rent motor
and trailer, plus
Water furnished, yard
other misc., furniture,
mowed 753-5733
clothes, glassware, chilHave for rent, 2 bedroom dren's clothes and toys, etc.
duplex. Near University (3 753-7908.
blocks,) large private patio.
Call after 5, 753-6699.
Two Party
Yard Sale
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 753704 Olive Street.
4109, or 436-2844.
Baby furniture and
up to size 7.
clothes
One bedroom furnished
Adults clothes, materapartment. Low utilities.
nity clothes, nursing
Call 753-3949.
uniforms, toys, other
Two Bdrm. duplex in
misc. items. Held
Westwood Subdivision. DisFriday &
Thursday,
hwasher, stove, refrig.,
Saturday. Cancelled in
disposal. Very energy efficient. $250 month. Availacase of Rain.
ble Aug. 1st. Ph. 753-3742
or 305-792-5565.
Attic sale, Saturday. July
Two bedroom apartments in 18, 8 til 5. Electric train,
attractive setting, carpeted, 24" 3-speed bicycle, glass
central heat and air, fireplace screen, household
kitchen appliances fur- items, misc. 1532 Oxford
nished, washer/dryer hook Dr.
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559. Big 3 party yard sale.
Furniture, barrels, infant
33. Rooms for Rent and
toddler clothes, toys,
Rooms for rent, ½ block off trees, plants, much more.
campus, with kitchen. 513 S. 6th, Friday and
753-5292.
Saturday, 8-5.
34. Houses For Rent Church yard sale, on 2205
2 Bdrm. house on 11th St., Coldwater Rd. Thursday and
$140 per month. Call Friday from 8 hi 6. Clothes,
shoes, dishes, coats, and
753-2864 or 753-6293.
etc.
2 Bedroom unfurnished
house, $185 a month plus FOUR PARTY YARD SALE:
Friday and Saturday, 17th
deposit Call 753-3293
and 18th, 8 til 5. Clothes,
3 Bdrm house near KY shoes, small appliances,
Lake, completely furnished. misc. household items. 423
Includes washer/dryer. S. 9th.
$200, deposit required.
Garage sale. 4 party. 1231
753-8964 after 5.
Dogwood, 8-5, Friday and
Lake view home in woods.
Saturday.
Stove, refrigerator, d/w,
cental airiheat, wood stove, Large 2 party yard sale.
w/d hookup. 2 br., 2 bath, 1601 W. Olive, off 16th.
extra fam. room, large Friday and Saturday. 800
garage/work
area. a.m. Lots of household
$250/mo. Available 1171- items, baby items, and
antiques, new articles
med. 436-2451, owner.
added daily.
Log cabin in country, 4
rooms, bath, and fireplace
YARD SALE
Call 753-3271 or after 530,
aniforats, dooli, sae roll
753-8805.
boom
draws,
amid lots of misc. Friday sad
38. For Rent Or Lease Saturday,
• 1.m.-4 p.m.
513 Sawa 719.

Moving Sale
Couches,
- chairs, refrigerator, stave
_Call 753-3206.-Moving sale, everything _
'goes Friday and Saturday,
-from 8 to 2 Redwood porchfurniture, enueee
kitchen table and chairs
couch and chair, metal
shelf, children's clothes
Out Wlswell, follow
• "Plants" signs.

43. Real Estate -

Moving sale Wood stove
table with 4 ladder back
chairs, some warm clothes
Everything must go. Go 121
South, 7 miles, turn rigth
on Lawson Cemetry Rd.,
watch for signs. Call
436-2901.
Moving sale, 2 families
Boat and motor, organ.
tools, furniture, old records,
misc. 526 Broad Street.
Saturday.
Thursday and Friday, 9 til ?
Items to numerous to
mention. Color TV, something for everyone. 121 S.
across from the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church
753-5668.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Go
north on 16th St. Ext. to
end of road, turn right, go
one mile to white house.
Children's
753-1301.
clothes, toys, baby furniture, and misc. items.
Yard Sale: Watches,
typewriter, something for
everyone. 2108 Edinborough in Gatesborough.
Friday and Saturday, 8 to 6.
Yard Sale, Friday and
Saturday. 1633 Farmer.
Yard Sale, Saturday, July
18th. Refrigerator, oven
hood, surface unit, girls
clothes size 10 & 12.
excellent condition. Misc.
items. 730 Fairlane Dr.
Yard Sale, 208 South 15th
Saturday, July 18, 8 to 4.
Yard sale, Hazel, 641
South, just across state
line. You name it and we
; will see if can find it.
Begins Sat. morn., 8 a.m.
and will continue until
everything sold.
Yard sale: Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday. 121 North,
turn right at Blakely
Grocery, go 1 mile.

43. Real Estate
OWNER FINANCED AND
ASSUMABLE LOAN. Now
you can afford to buy at a
low interest rate this 3
bedroom brick house on
lovely lot. Save on utilities
with insulation to NA standards. Priced low to sell
quickly. Call Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724,'
Commercial Property
For Sale, By Owner
Approximately three acres,
two miles from town on 94
Hwy. East. Formally LAKE
STOP GROCERY. Store
building, plus four room
apartment over store. Seven
room house east of store.
All newly. decorated: large
living room and kitchen,
lots of cabinets, new
carpets. For information
call 753-3983.
Ponies & Manna,
laserawao
Real Estate
SowthsWe Court Sq.
lAwrray, Keats*?
753-44S1
"Open House," everybody
welcome. Thursday, July
16th. 3:00 to 530 at the
former prestigious home,
and garage apartment, of
Mrs. Ruth Filbeck, 602
Main Street. Immediately
available for' offices, business and/or residential
apartments. C.O. Bondurant
Realty, 753-3460.
Building lot, 1 Vs
acres. Reduced for
quick sale. Owner
leavin0 town.
Weft Waldrop
Roil Estate
Illedehift
Gahm
751-1707

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Sell'HA'S
With The Friendly Touch'

PANORAMA
SHORES
Waterfront home,
wooded lot, 3 B.R., 2
baths, 1 car garage,
spacious livingdining
room,
cathedral ceiling,
glassed wall for lovely lakeview. Electric
wall heat, central
air, (Basement level
bedroom, bath incomplete.) Large
deck, screened. A
bargain at $36,500.00.
CHOICE BUY
1206 Olive St. - 3 BR.,
B.V. 1A2 story, full
basement. New central gas furnace and
central air conditioning, fireplace,
draperies included.
Well landscaped lot,
detached garage,
paved
driveway.,
Walking distance to
University,
restaurants, etc. In
low 50's.

753-8080
Rent-Lease with option to
buy or will consider trade.
Located in Croppie Hollow,
a 2 bedroom. 1 bath
lakefront cabin. Is well
built and just waiting for
someone to move in. Has
patio connected to house,
also patio by water for
those summer cookouts.
One added attraction is a
large garage with fireplace
for cool evenings and a
large work area. Also has its
own half bath. Your own
private dock comes with
house. This property is truly
suited to the carefree summer life. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

ulditab
7531222
Homes FOR
YESTERDAY'S
CHARM WITH TODAY'S CONVENIENCES
A lovely well-kept
older home on a corner lot. House has 3
bedrooms, formal
dining room,sun porch, 2 baths and a full
basement. Large living room wit fireplace and gas
logs. Modern kite.
chen. All this plus
nice two bedri •
garage apartment on
the back of the lot for
potential income
help fight inflation.
Mid $60's. Phone 753;.
1222, Kopperud Realty.
PRICE JUST
REDUCED
Charming cottage on
a quiet street. House
has new wiring and a
new gas furnance in
the past five years.
Owner is moving ou
of town and wouls
like and offer. Mid
$30's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty fo
Real Service in Real
Estate.

641
Auction Sale
Hwy. 641 Nerds of Paris, Tennessee;
Friday 6:30 p.m.
We hove lets of worchoodise for this week
oak 11•00• Aras Wilsey table, esk choirs, see.:
Head moth, dressers, WI pitchers, weedesc
flier imps, deeding mirror,01 pees, copper to
kettle, old Used tido est, old wicker silverware,
dishes, glessitere, *yds Ink for two, a 1971
Dotson Reties %p.., 197$ 123 Node not
such were.

'Auctioneer
Larry Baucum No. 646A
Shortie McBride No. 247
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43. Real Estate
<z> .
753-1222
FOR UVWX.

FIVE BEDROOM
HOME
Located on a tree
shaded lot near the
o/d city park. This
remodeled
older
home offers comfortable, economical
amity
living.
Fireplace in the living room,formal dining room,central gas
heat, and full baseent are a few of the
eatures of this
roomy home. Offered
through Kopperud
Realty,753-1222.
OUR PRIDE,YOUR
JOY
Home and 75 acres
just short distance
from town. Modern
three bedroom, two
bath home, fireplace
with new insert with
blower, several outbuildings, and 65
acres of very productive land. Owner
financing available
to qualified buyer.
Phone any member
of the Kopperu
Realty Home Team
or all the informaon. 753-1222.

to
le
w.
th
ell
for
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a
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rth
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•

111,1,-17
. lor

What are you going to do
tomorrow? How about letting us show you a picture
pretty double wide mobile
home, located off 121
South, approximately 10
miles from Murray. A gently
slopping yard that is shaded to perfection. A
beautiful setting for this 3
bedroom
home. Has
dishwasher, washer/dryer
hookup, and its own outside storage. Priced at
$11,750. It's worth your
time to look at. Call Spann
Realty Associates, 7537724.
Apprefeele - CAM.
cilleg - Managemeat
aad Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
7534834

1E.11.4
41
1LM

41:Real Estate

43. Real Estate

YEAR 'ROUND SPRING
AND WELL WATER
AVAILABLE - No. Mil 143 ACRES About
mile
on highway. I miles to town.
Mostly fenced land hew Ile
acres tillable, balance in red
and white oak Umber, herdwoods Make it yours for
kall,1100,

BARGAINS
Lake front cottoge.
Four rooms and bath.
Located on main lake,
deep water.
Also
Three bedroom home,
carport and garage
located 10 miles
west, with or without
acreage. Make Offer.

Strout Realty
POI_ L. ILIENNON, Broker
1112 Coldwator 54.
ray Ileerbodty 471

Call NYORd leerier,

Horse County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting.
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic included...convenient location between Mayfield and
Murray. Take a look today.
Offer by CENTURY 21,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...7531492.

753-1222

Homes FOR 1.11/111G
JUST COMPLETED
ready for a new
owner.
"Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and two
ar garage. Located
in new development
adjacent
to
Gatesborough. Immediate possession
and priced in the
$60's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,for
all the information.
HOP,SKIP &JUMP
To the shopping
areas from this very
convenient location.
This is a very special
3 bedroom, 11
/
2 bath
home with extra
large closets. New
carpet in living room
and hall and new
vinyl in kitchen. A
very well built home.
Owner is leaving
town, make an offer.
Price reduced to
$43,500. Contact Kopperud Realty in the
White
House
Building,711 Main.

HOUSE FOR RENT
Three bedroom brick, two baths, formal living
and dining rooms. Den with fireplace. Central
heat and air. Double garage with outbuildings.
House has over 2600 sq. ft., is in excellent condition and location. Long term lease. Available
August 1 5th,

Call Strait Realty
753-0186

7534090

•

t4
lit LI Is!

& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kitchen, dining area, and living room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
'A baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's. Call 7531492...Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

44. Lots RN Sale
Lake Barkley 2 nice level
lakeview lots in Barkley
Shores. $2500 each. Contract sale available at 12%
.over 3 years. Call 1-9245506.
Lots for sale in Old Almo,
has septic tank and well.
$2550. Call 527-1630.
Two acres on Irvin Cobb Rd.
753-0840.

45.Farmsfor Sale
62 Acres located North of
Kirksey on County Line Rd.
Call 489-2425.
Small farm, double wide
trailer, 1200 sq. ft. on 5
acres, fenced with pond
and outbuilding. Reduced
to $21,500. Gall 753-2418.

46. Homes For Sale
2 Bedroom home, newly
remodeled. New stove,
refrigerator, new gas, heater. Low teens. Call
753-0861.
6 Room frame house near
hospital. Priced to sell.
753-2354.
Brick home, 3 bdrm., on 3
large lots, 30x40 garage.
Located 6 mi. West of
Murray on 94. Call 4354490.
Brick house in Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
room and den, 2 car garage,
on large lot. $49,900. Call
73-Z493 or 4145.
By'Owner: 1505 Oakive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. It.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility,
one large bath, lots of
storage. Low $40's. Call
753-9818. Must see to
appreciate.

46. Aomes For Sall

M

4s.Auto. services

3E
11 X

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

For sale by owner, six room
1917 Olds Cutlass Supreme
brick house 2 bedrooms,
Brougham, loaded, 44,000
UT
garage, on corner lot,
miles, extra clean, good
ARM NWT'S
18x187' In quiet remileage. Call 753-8764
alh
'is S.
sidential neighborhood
after 5 p.m.
Walking distance to shop&array, Radedry
1978 Omni, 38 m.p.g., 1
ping center. Call 753-1276
Batteries,
tiros,
owner,
excellent condition.
whoa sowers, sego
Furnished, year round
$3400. 753-7276.
soseosseries. 24 hew
cabin, Pine Bluff Shores
1978 Pinto, white with red
Au-conditioning, communtowhee. Ake •sow
pinstripes, AM-FM 8-track,
ity water, electric heat
*Se Ise el weed
new tires. Call 753-7981.
759-1074, 753-2649
wee parts.
7134506
Furnished 4 room house for
50. Used Trucks
sale, with front porch; 5
1972 C1 5,1eep, 6 cyl., 3
acres of ground-4 of these
in woods, good timber 49. Used Cars
speed transmission, block
out hubs. Very low mileage.
$10,000. Small amount
down, monthly payments.
901-642-63
53, Paris,TN.
IINOTICEII
East of Almo. 753-6791.
1973 Chevrolet Cheydnne
House for sale, South 9th. 2
Pickup, air, automatic,
N you km a wreck sod
newly painted, good tires;
Bdrms., with carport,
wed a erode pima
20x24' shop. Priced in the
dependable. $1250. Call
request &a p.ke.aa a
20's. 753-0906
753-0390.•
doge &at too vain1976 Chevrolet pickup for
New large 4 bedroom
home, planned for consale. 753-2565.
PARKER FORD
venient family living. All
1977 Dodge Maxi Van, AC..
WRKKER SLIMEextras, very nice! Call
P.S., P.B., carpeted, 36
753-3903.
000 miles. $4000. 753Days 753-5273, Night 151
8296.
Sale or Lease: 5 bedroom 1133 24 kw sinks.
house near University.
1978 Ford Van, air, cruise,
$23,500. Call days 753tift, perfect to customize.
3571, nights 753-2515.
1973 Maverick, good condi- 753-4953, 759-4005.
tion. Call 753-2297 after 5
47. Motorcycles
p.m.
51. Campers
1976 Honda 550, 4 cyl.,
electric start, turn signals,
crash bar, sissy bar, manual
cruise control. Excellent
condition. $1250. Call
759-1465.
1978 XS 400 Yamaha,low
mileage, extra nice. Call
after 4.p.m.. 753-4548.
1979 Yamaha 80. $150.
Call 437-4945.
For sale: 1973 500 Honda 4
cylinder. Good condition.
$1000. Call 753-9957 after
5 PM.
•
For sale: 63 Harley Davidson, extra sharp. Lots of
chromeware. 1000 miles on
complete overhaul. Hard:
tail. Call 753-4143 after 6
P.m. $3500.
Yamaha 175 Enduro, 11
/
2
yrs. old, Of will trade for
1967 thru 1969 Camero or
1969 Chevelle. Call 4892813.

1974 Mercury Comet, for
parts or whole car. Excellent 302 engine. Transmission and tires, $200.
753-9673.
1975 Triumph Spitfire.
Nice condition $2700.
753-8425.
1976 Ford LTD. 2 Door.
white with blue top.
753-0576.

Apache pop-up. 1973. Also.
1969 Lil Colonel 15 ft.
camper. 1967 Camache. 17
ft., with air-conditione and
commode. 1 mile North of
Hazel on 641, or call
492-8866.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors

15 ft. Runabout boat motor
and trailer. Excellent tondition. Call 753-7214.
1976 Mercury Monarch 1979 Chrysler Buccaneer
GlIfie, mint condition. sail boat, full riggins,
Loaded with options, auto- trailer, 4 h.p. Chrysler
matic windows and seats, motor. $2300. 153-1737.
leather seats, FM stereo, 23' all aluminum pontoon,
extra interior and exterior Riviera Cruiser. 50
hp
trim. $2895. Call Bill Evinrude motor, exc. shape.
Kopperud at 753-1222.
436-5364.
Sailboat, 11 ft. Sea Snark.
Cheap. Call 753-4346.
1979 CNEVETTE
for door
53. Services Offered
kcal, one owner
AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
PURDOM
music centers, etc.
48. Auto. Semmes
OLDSMOBILE
Reasonable. 436-2566.
PONTIAC
IMPORT AUTO SALVAGE.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
CADILLA
C
or vinyl siding and trim.
Datsun, VW, Honda, Fiat,
Aluminum trim for brick
Capri, Toyota, Buick, Audi,
1406W. Main
houses. Jack Glover, 753Mazda, Chevy Luv. Motors,
753-5315
1873.
transmissions. Repair and
save. 474-2325.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
15 years experience carpen1,639 acre Tennessee form 31
try, concrete, plumbing,
/
2 miles east of
Hazel, Kentucky, with about 1,000 acres in
roofing, siding, things
around the home. Free
cultivation and balance in good growing timber.
estimates! No job too small.
Has fine 3 bedroom home and other imCall days 474-2359. 474provements. May be subdivided.
2276 evenings.

CARPENTER REAL
ESTATE CO.
1011 Perkins - P.O.lea $64
Ihelou thy, WI 31261
Phase(901)$1549111

Aluminum Service
aluminum and
siding, custom
work. References
Will Ed Bailey,
0689.

Co.,
vinyl
trim
Call
753-

I=MIEN11.••••imm,

& K Stamp Itelewni. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
MITCHELL INACRTOPPI NG
Commercial and residential Also patching, sealing
and striping For estimates
call 753-1537
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, underpinning, roofing. installing
doors and windows Also
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973
Free
estimates' No lob too
small'
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roofs sealed,
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes 753-1873. Jack
Glover
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore,
Whirlpool,
Westinghouse Experienced
independent service. Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing, and concrete All
work done to satisfaction
753-9822
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call.753-2310.
Concrete and blOck, brick.
work. Basements, driveways, storm cellars, porches. 20 years experience.
753-5476.
Dale Spenser's portable
sand blasting and painting.
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626.
ELDERLY? DISABLED? IN.
FIRMED? Variety of service
to assist you in independent living. Call HOME
A.I.D. 759-1331.
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs.
For your House Cleaning
and Rug Cleaning, call
753-1979.
Get your tobacco firing
wood now! Sawmill slabs
S8.00/bundle loaded, or
you load loose slabs at
$5.00 a pickup load.
753-7531.
Johnson's Electric. Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203.
Need carpet cleaned professionally? Economically?
Call Jeff's Carpet Cleaning.
Featuring deep steam
cleaning. Soil repellent
avatlable. 5 years experience. Commercial windows., cleaned up to 4
stories. Free estimates. Call
753-9826.

53. Service Offered 53. Services Offered
Guttering by Sears, Sears
Lawn Service. Hedge
continuous gutters installed prune, tree Free estimate
per your specifications Call
436-2991
Sears 753-2310 for free Call
Wet basement? We make
estimate.
wet basements dry, work
Need work on your trees? completely guarenteed Call
Topping, pruning, shaping, or write Morgan Construc
complete removal and tion Co., Route 2. Box
more Call
TREE 409A, Paducah, KY 42001
SERVICE for professional or call day or night
tree care, 753-8536.
1-442-7026
Professional Painting and Will haul driveway white
Paper Hanging by the hour rock and Ag lime also have
or Job. Free Estimates; 25 any type of brown or white
yrs. experience. All work pea gravel Also do backhoe
guaranteed Call 759,
-1305 work Call Roger Hudson
aftet5 p.m
753-4545 or 753-6763
Warning! Don't read this Will sharpen
hand saws and
unless you're in need of skill saws.
753-4656.
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair. Yard Mowing. Moit city lots
All guaranteed. Call Joe-, 6600. Also weeding. Call
753-9226 for free estimate. 753-3058 before 9 am
759-1675 after 2 p.m.

aovErs

SaIN-Ilp A Shhigles
Wwwww. Al der*
teed. -Iris
witIftwes.
CaN 7,1•1111119

56. Free Column
Free puppies. Call- 4374945.
Three kittens:to be given-a w ay. Dexter. KY.
437-4546

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment
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240 lbs. ROOF
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% Ia. ROLLED
ROOFING 86.95

$12.95 pw
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10Y0 MAJORS
REAL E TI

105 N. 121h

OWNER LOT STATE
Clow in- 3 B.R. home, newly decorated and carpeted,
electric
heat, (over 1700 sq. ft. of living area), situated
on a 2 acre
wooded lot, large living room, country kitchen,
convenient to
showing, restouronts, Fisher Price. Just reduced
to
$37,500.00.

PANORAMA MOORS
Waterfront home, wooded lot, 3 BR., 2 baths. 1 car garage,
spacious living-dining room, cathedral ceiling, glassed wall for
lovely lakeview. Electric woll heat, central air, (Basement level
bedroom, bath incomplete.) Large deck screened A bargain at
536,500.00.
.

INFLATION FINITE.
This 4 bedroom home, offers convenient location, comfortable
living and affordable price. First tt-t-..,ion market at
119,500.00.

Aware Mee* 7534036
Worms Shropshire 7134277
Nene,Mier 713.7111

BOYD411AJORS REAL ESTATE

an

ACINASE FtlIS
UMW
Old 611 N., a lovely 3 BR., 1½ bath, B.V.
(full basement has
recreation room, with fireplace, utility roam,
'A bath, garage
and storage area), 2900 sq. ft under roof.
Situated on 5 lovely
acres, mostly tendoble. This new listing
won't last long at
'
44549,900.00.

S5.95 Ni
AWN

Id

STORM DOORS

I2'111"

89.95 ad

RIM MAIMS FROM CITTII
This is a real buy - 3 B.R., bath, B.V. home,
entry hall, great
room with fireplace, control imat and
air, carport. A lot of
quality, ideal room arrangement for family living.
This house is
priced to sell at 145,000.00

Pet
s'itt

1lAt: ITT
//7.0:IMPUTE WIN
JNARILE

OUINKX
dad

15.95 p.

,.Sr;

S/M NARKWARG
COMM NM $3.39

S/32 NO. I ROOM Ft
$5.95
et
DECORATIVE MI I
SOON MIMI1435 ts2

NASONITE RL
; WASESS5.95-

PKIIIIISIED VIM iegumg 30% Off

ECONO-FIBER'$11.95 vs use.

COWIN LIVINS-OTT STTLI
This newly decorated 2 bedroom. DAV horns with carport has
many desirable extras - new wall to wall carpeting. tatt-81
conditioner, range, ref. elec heal, large extra room could be
3rd bedroom or family room. On Wady, landscaped % acre lot.
Only $28,900.00 Owner would consider trade
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Sorban Irwis 753-4136
11.1. Ileoh 753-1317
•
Werely 7534036
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WI NOWT RK
This lovely 3 B R , S V. located on 1'5 well landscaped acres
'°Wilt 3T/i milei from tity. TO-01411.# Reprald,
corpetin6. draperies, range, dishwasher, exhaust faRincluded
large patio, storage building. Only 52,500.

"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"

Ja

sit ft.
mcgsusseatmatmuomind

CROKE BUT
1206 Olive St. - 3 BR., B V 1
story, full basement New
central gas furnace and central OM conditioning, fireplace,
draperies included Well landscaped lot, detached garage paved
driveway. WaNcing distance to University restaurants, etc. In
Low 50's.

AMMAR AND SAW MAO A UM INITIATIVE
This is a well constructed Lake Cottage thin is suitqble for a permoney's home for a small family Not finished inside which well
allow the purchaser to select their own arrangements and
colors, wooded loleirview lot. A good buy at5 1 5,900.00

were

S12.95 'if

Ii.kwi

1111111-FARIA
10 level acres, mostly tendable, on blacktop N.E. of Murray.
Well-constructed one-owner 2 B.R. home, electric
heat,
draperies, range air conditioner included. Also wood
space
heater for economy Large garage and implement shed, stock
born, groin bin well house, additional buildings. 900' highway.
frontage. Will consider trade for city property. 19.900 00,

WARE IM TRU A SMILE
In this beautiful home in Canterbury. Graceful styling and
custom quality con be seen throughout this lovely brick home.
Delightful floor plan: 3 bedrooms, den with Fweploce formal
living and dining roams, and kitchen with cooking island, also
has economical heat pump. Coll today for an appointment.
ur

LAP

sous $19.95

753-8080

BROWS GROVE
Nicely decorated older home, convenient to stores, churches,
etc. located on a beautiful % acre lot Owner will finance at
reasonable terms. Only 521,250.00.
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Fred Wadkins Dies
Wednesday; Rites
Being Held Today
Fred Wadkins, brother of
Ira Wadkins of Murray, died
Wednesday at 12:05 am. at
the Care Inn Nursing Home
in Mayfield. He was 88 years
of age and a retired farmer.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Retha
Lamb, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Freda Chapman, Louisville;
one son, Joe L. Wadkins,
Gary, Lnd.; three sisters —
Mrs. Modell Newsome and
Mrs. Obera Newsome, Gob,
and Mrs. Moyell Cutshall,
Greenville, Tenn.; two
brothers, Clarence Wadkins,
Paducah, and Ira Wadkins,
Murray.
He is also survived by nine
grandchildren and four
great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel
.of the Hopkins and Brown
Funeral,Home, Wingo, with
the ifleV. William Pyle officiating. Burial will follow
in the Wingo Cemetery.

Stock Market
Prices at stock A local interest at
11 a.m., CDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Time, by First of Michigan,
Corp.,of Murray,are asfollows:
-1.47
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F.
General Dynainik._
General Motors —
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heublien
I.B.M.
Jerico
!Wart
Kuhn's Big K
Penman
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US.Tobacco
Wendy's
CEF Find
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Moon To Pass Through Earth's Shadow Tonight

Negotiations To Resume
As Sept. 1 Deadline Nears
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP)
— Negotiations between the
Tamesee Valley Authority
and unions for 17,500
workers will resume July 27
as the unions face a Sept. 1
deadline to satisfy TVA or
see- the end of a contract
reached more than 30 years
ago.
TVA General Manager Bill
Willis, who set the deadline
threat, wants the unions to
accept pay raises that would
let TVA gradually make its
pay similar to prevailing
wages in the seven state
region to which it supplies
social services and electricity.
Willis issued his demand
and threat after releasing
findings of a report that concluded most of TVA's white
collar workers get a higher
wage than their counterparts in the region's private
sector and other government
agencies.
Negotiations ended
Wednesday with each side
rejecting the other's offer
before a second proposal by
the union was accepted by
TVA chief negotiator,Tom
Addington. It will be u.ted in
forming a counter offer for
their July 27 meeting, he
said.
"As long as they're moving, we're going to move
with them," Addington said
Wednesday after three
bargaining sessions.
"I really feel good about
this," Addington said about
the unien's second proposal.
He said the timing mystified
him. "After a month and a
tailf of negotiations, they
waited until the last
minute."
The time lag before
another bargaining session
was caused by other commitments TVA negotiators
had made before the talks
began in June,he said.
Charles Harris, chief
negotiator for the panel of
unions, could not be reached

for comment Wednesday.
The negotiations, held
each year to renew a contract signed more than 30
years ago with the Salary
Policy Employees Panel —
unions that represent white
collar employees — usually
last a week before an agree-

ment is reached.
But this year's talks have
been halted amid Willis'
threat and plan to limit pay
raises to make its pay scale
similar to the region's
prevailing wages in its seven
state region.

Wassom Appointed To
Fill Strohecker's Term
Dr. Earl Wassom of Bowling Green has been'.appointed to fill the expired
term of Dr. Edwin
Strohecker of Murray on the
Advisory Council on
Libraries.
Wassom was one of eight
new members appointed by
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. He
will represent academic
libraries and will serve a
term which will expire Dec.
17, 1983.
Other new members appointed include: Joy Bale
Boone, Elkton, representing
library users; .William
Wilson, Lexington, representing library users; Cheryl
Guy, Owensboro, represen-

ting disadvantaged library
users; William H. Hansen,
Fort Knox, representing
spal libraries; Maudy
Teegarden, Brooksville,
school
representing
libraries; Carcilyn Hutto,
Louisville, representing the
blind and handicapped; and
Madge Davis, Louisville,
representing institutional
libraries.
Three members were
reappointed by Gov. Brown.
They are: Dr. T. R.Cravens,
Hodgenville, representing'
library users; Paul Willis,
Lexington, representing
academic libraries; and Ted
Buselman, Florence,
public
representing
libraries.

The Learn-To-Swim program of the Calloway County
chapter of the American Fteti
Cross has recorded the
largest enrollment in the
program's history with 1,025,
according to a report by Red
cross executive director
Lucy Wright at Tuesday's
meeting.
Mrs. Wright said the
enrollment was the largest
in the state outside of the big
Kentucky cities. The local
program has 11 water safety
instructors and 14 teaching
aides. Special classes with

Because of a reporter's error, a
day's story on Murray State University was incorrect.
The alleged charge involving the proposed elimination
of the geography major was dropped when the board of
regents amended the charges March 14. The story incorrectly said the charge was dropped following an administrative hearing in March.

The Murray ledges & Times aim to correct promptly any errors in
fact or claitly any mislearliny information appearing in news articles.
That is the purpose of thi• column. To report an error or need tor
clarification please call 7!"-WM

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

an enrollment of 17 students
will be held each day for one
month.
Classes
in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation,
first aid and multimedia
have been conducted, Mrs.
Wright said. Demand for the
classes has increased since
there is a television series
about CPR currently being
shown
Qualified CPR instructors
are needed, she said. Those
who are qualified CPR instructors may contact the
Red Cross office at the courthouse from 1 to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Service to veterans continues to increase daily
because the Veterans Administration has been updating some of its forms requiring additional work on
the local level, Mrs. Wright
said. Since the last quarter
in April, the Murray office
has assisted 25 new cases for
VA benefits.
So far this summer, only a
few cases have requested
help because of deaths in the
families.
Mrs. Wright also said
$8,501.31 has been collected
to date as a result of the
March fund drive.

Petition Started
To Prohibit Wagering
At Graves County Fair
MAYFIELD, Ky.--(AP) —
Members of a group trying
to prohibit parimutuel
wagering at next weekend's
Purchase District Fair in
Graves County say they
have 2,000 signatures on a
petition to stop the betting.
Mayfield Mayor Charles
0. Davis said he felt people
should have been advised ot
the fair board's plans to offer
bets.
The anti-betting group,
which is being sponsored by
several local churches, has
not been able to arrange a
metiting with fair board officials on the subject, said
3avis.

1979 Olds Cutiou
1 2 roof, White and blue interior,
Blue with white /
power steering, power brakes, air condition, door
locks, tilt wheel, rally wheels, AM/FM. 31 xxx miles.

Dwala Taylor Cloovrolot inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
OM QUALITY
SWIM PANTS

GM

asyseeat. wolves MIMI DIVISION

Final Summer Clearance

441 Spring And
Summer Clothing

112

PRICE OR BELOW

Die Ninq'.5 Den
tie Au. (Liner

be in daylight when it occurs.
Lunar eclipses "are of no real scientific value anymore, but they're fun to
Look at," Cooper said.
Unlike solar eclipses, which require
care to avoid eye damage as the mace
blots out the sun,"there's no reason ir
the world not to watch" a limo
eclipse, he said. "It's perfectly safe."
"It will look like a bite has been
taken out of the moon," said UCLA
astronomer George 0. Abell. The area
in shadow will seem quite dark compared with the rest of the moon's face,
be said.
The dark,curving bite probably will
appear a reddish, coppery tint as
Earth's atmosphere bends some
sunlight around into the shadow. The
atmosphere allows more red light
through than any other color.
Humans have been fascinated by

eclipses for centuries.
"Aristotle reports that the shape of
the shadow is curved on the moon and
that's one of the earliest proofs ever
cited that the Earth is round," Abell
said. Other ancient Greeks used
eclipses to deduce the size of the moon
compared with Earth and the
distance between the two bodies.
Abell noted that lunar eclipses are
actually less common than the rare
solar eclipses. But they're visible
everywhere it's nighttime, while solar
eclipses can be seen only along a narrow track.
A solar eclipse is on the way, at
least for Siberia and a large chunk of
the North Pacific, on July 31.
Twenty-eight more lunar eclipses
will occur this century, although only
about half will be visible in North
America.

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Wetter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
education officials support the idea
that prospective teachers should pass
a written test and serve a one-year internship before being fully certified.
However, the program may be too
expensive to implement at the current
time in Kentucky.
Donald Hunter, head of the Bureau
of Instruction in the Department for
Education, said Wednesday that the
proposal by thg Council on Teacher
Education alarCertification "will require a fairly significant expenditure

of funds."
"Our quandary is not whether it is a
sound recommendation but whether
we can afford it at this time," Hunter
told the Subcommittee on Education
and the Arts of the Interim Joint Committee on Education.
Hunter said state Superintendent of
Public Instruction Raymond Barber
favors the recommendation, "but
there is a serious question, with the
current economic picture, if be can
recommend this kind of appropriation."
Hunter estimated it would cost $2
million to $4 million to develop the

program and another $1.5 million to 12
million a year to operate it. He said
his department is working up a cost
estimate for the program.
The proposal, developed over the
past two years, was endorsed by the
teacher education and certification
council in May.
It would require a prospective
teacher to pass a written test on communication skills and professional
education concepts upon graduation
from a teacher education program
before being allowed into the
ciaasroom.

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

7753-2380

Oil
Of
Olay

Foille
Rrst Aid Spray

*2"

57
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Nuk
Orthodontic
Baby Bottle
Nipples

994
We Have
The Cube
Over 3 Billion
Combination's
Just 1 Solution

America's Back Pain Rollover
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Livestock Market

KING'S DEN
SALE

By ROBERT LOCKE
AP &lame Reiter
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Tonight's
sky should be darker than usual for
half the world as a rare lunar eclipse
snuffs the moon from view.
The partial eclipse of the MOOD will
pass through Earth's shadow beginning at 11:25 p.m. (EDT) today. The
shadow will take a progressively
larger bite from the moon's sunlit
face until, at 12:47 a.m., a bit over 55
percent will be darkened. By 2:09
a.m., the moon will drift out of the
shadow and the show will be over.
Barring clouds, anyone in the
United States and "everyone on the
dark side of the Earth will be able to
see it," said Malcolm Cooper of Los
Angeles' Griffith Observatory.
However, the eclipse will not be
visible to the half of the world that will

Officials Agree On Certification

Learn-To-Swim Program
Has Largest Enrollment
In History Of Program

I Corrections & Amplifications
sentence in Mon-

Shriners
Paper Sale
Sat. July 18th
Road Blocks
Will Be Set Up

Lunar Eclipse Can Be Viewed

-

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — USDA Cattle SO; not enough of any class for
price test;
Slaughter cows utility 41.0043.75;
cutter 33.0041.00; canner 34.$0-31.00;
vealers choice 160-240 lb 54.00410.00;
good 40.00-45.00;
Hogs: 400; barrows and gilts 1.00
lower; 1-2 203-256 lb 520552.20; 215400
1b51.5042.00, 260.275 lb 51.40-51.50; 2-3
210.200 lb 51.00-51.50; 200-270 lb 49.6050.75; 270-130 lb 41.00-49.60; 365 lb
45.90; sows steady , 1-2 300-400 lb 43.0044.00; 400-450 lb 44.00-45.00; 450-500 lb
4500-4600; 500-500 lb 46.00-47.05; bow*
over 30043 50.44.00; under $500 lb 31.723875,
Sheep, untested

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
July 16, 111111
Kentucky Purchase AreasHog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying
Receipts: Act 1101 EA. OM Barrows &
Gilts hilly $100 lower Sows uneven.
under 500 lbs. steady to 50 lower, over
500 lbs mostly 1.00 higher
US 1-2 210-240 lba.
161 as,51.30
US 2210-250 ,,
15075-61.00
US 24SOON lbs.
M11.75-60.70
US 2-4 3501701bn.
Sows
US 1-2272-310 lbs
540 00-11 50
US 1-3 300-450 lba
$41.111-115.00
US 1-3 400-500 lbs
142.50411.01
US 1-3 1004110lbs
541.1046.N
US 13SIMIlbo.
$30.041.111
Boars 31.00411.01
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